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Agroforestry in Hill Slopes (Khoriya)
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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I

t seems like yesterday, but it’s been over 20 years. Twenty
years ago, when we established MDI Nepal, I didn’t think
ahead about this day. I did not know it would get here so fast.
There is saying that says, “The days are long, but the years
are short.”
Some memories, no matter how long ago they occurred, seem
like just yesterday. Some of the memories of past are so vivid in
our minds that they keep coming to the fore as and when wanted.
We, the core groups of NGO professionals, established MDI in late 2001.
I recall the day when we registered MDI, we had a bare hand. Our’s a tiny
organization suffocating under the rather stringent competition of other
larger and more influential organizations that have freer access to resources
by virtue of their sheer access. However, our vision and mission were not so
tiny, we were nurturing a dream wherever we work - a vision that no peoplewill remain under-fed, will sleep under the sky-cover, would die of common
ailments, will devoid children of the most basic nutrition and education, and
will subject women to the vicissitudes of unaccounted work load burden.
The year we established the MDI faced a massive flood which witnessed
high casualty of both lives and properties in the area where we had targeted
to work. That was the northern part of Makawanpur district where a few
peculiar communities of Nepal - Chepangs and Tamangs, live in the hills and
mountains facing the extreme forms of hazard – relating to both lives and
livelihood. The 10 VDCs, now merged under three palikas, of North West
Makawanpur are one of the most hazard prone landscapes in Makawanpur
district. The landscape is a watershed section of the Manahari and Lothar
River, which drains into the Rapti River.
The geological and climatic conditions in these watershed areas have
resulted in the extremes of landslides, flooding and wild fires, among others,
as evident from the area being worst affected by the floods and landslides of
1993 and 2001 to the despondency of the local habitants. Communities living
close to the river system were intimidated; lives were lost, livestock swept
away; farmlands submerged and crops and economic trees dislodged; road
networks destroyed; watershed zones of freshwater bodies aggressively
Contribution in Social Transformation, Livelihood Promotion and Environmental Conservation in Rural Society of Nepal
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eroded; productive fishing areas were lost; schools closed and socioeconomic activities paralyzed.
As an immediate support, we the team of nine executive members of MDI
along with some other good wishers collected some money personally and
attempted to help those affected families. Some food items, utensils and
clothes were supported to the victims. This was perhaps our first attempt in
humanitarian mission.
Realizing the relics of such historical flood and huge economic loss,
we proposed a project to create awareness on the dangers of climate
change and the need for mitigation and adaptive measures. We started
writing proposals seeking financial helps from different donors. Fortunately,
The Royal Danish Embassy of Nepal (DANIDA) agreed to provide us NPR
16.87 million in 2002 as grants to build back better resilience for these
floods hit families in northwest Makawanpur.
We worked for three years with this project. Many other donors gradually joined
hand with us at different times mainly the UN World Food programme through
RCIW programme of the government of Nepal, UNDP GEF Small Grants
programme, GIZ, Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF), World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
extending our services from Makawanpur to 16 more other districts covering
Udayapur and Khotang in eastern region, Makawanpur, Chitwan, Kavre and
Sindhupalchowk in central region, Tanahun in western region, Salyan, Rukum,
Rolpa, Pyuthan, Dailekh, Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa in mid-western region of
Nepal. A number of physical infrastructures (Rural roads, irrigation canals,
marketing centres, drinking water facilities), income generating activities
(high value vegetable crops, agroforestry, fishery), biodiversity conservation,
emergency operation services (EMOP) for 2015 earthquake victims and
drought affected families and nutrition support programmes targeting
pregnant and lactating mothers and child have been launched throughout the
region giving benefits more than 199 thousand households till this reporting
period. We made a total investment of NPR 544.34 million during this period.
Looking back to the scenery where we had worked earlier, it gives me
an immense pleasure. After the extension of road facilities in DandabasManahari corridor (50 km) by WFP/RCIW support and Gogane-DumsikharkaDandakharka (19 km) by PAF support, located at 2000 m altitude, vegetable
farming mainly cauliflower, cabbage, potato, tomato and beans cultivation
has been on the rise. This has replaced illegal marijuana farming with
cauliflower and potato. People harvests off season vegetables worth of 150
million annually from these pockets.
Similarly, the slash and burn agriculture (khoriya kheti) practiced by Chepangs
and Tamangs in North Western Makawanpur through generations has been
10
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one such practice which has seriously ruined the productive and carrying
capacity in the uplands where they dwell. This has put their already miserable
lives and livelihood at peril. We made a humble beginning by supporting
massive plantation works applying proven form of Sloping Agricultural Land
Technology (SALT) which has been widely appreciated by its users and has
expressed that their resilience was enhanced after adding amriso, banana,
pineapple and citrus in their traditional maize-based cropping portfolio such
that even if one crop failed somehow, others backed up.
Likewise, institutions at the community level such as community groups
have been established extensively some of which have also federated into
higher level institutions. In this respect, co-operatives are formed to promote
marketing of the products. These agro-forestry groups and co-operatives
with marketing expertise have been the valuable assets to initiate several
micro-projects at community level. These could be the easy starting points
for forming even higher-level federations such as conservation unions to
achieve eco- system connectivity goals.
The zeal of local people having duly matched by generous support on
the part of the donors and concomitant commitment on the part of the
grantee institution, MDI in this case, have caused the project results to be
truly stupendous. It has been a success story because the cooperation
between the various donors and NGOs has created a synergistic effect to
developmental and environmental management, using proven sustainable
land management techniques and livelihood practices. Over all, the
community has been able to achieve an increase in annual food security
and ultimately an improvement in living standards.
The preliminary impact study carried out by the project showed that
the income is used by the community people to pay school fees of their
children, buying stationery and paying debts. Many donor communities and
international organizations have rated this programme as one of the most
effective in bringing about desirable changes in livelihood of upland poor
and conserving the environment at the same time.
Thanks to our dedicated, hard-working team and it’s my privilege to lead this
dedicated group who brought absolute transformation of 199000 families
living in destitute with seemingly lesser hope for the future. Now that there
is positive change it has brought to the feel and appearances among
communities, have created employment opportunities through various rural
infrastructure works (roads, irrigation), generated incomes through high
value cash crop farming, agroforestry and livestock from marginal lands and
have been able paying off the existing debts through increased incomes
and have become able sending their child for better education.
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But our activities have not been restricted counting the physical progress
alone, it is this transformation in spirit and attitude, as much as to the
physical infrastructure and economy; the shared vision, pride and collective
hard work that has resulted to bring this change. To celebrate the past
decade and capture this important milestone, MDI has published this small
book documenting some of the highlights of the past 20 years where you
can feel the differences, the enthusiasm from thousands of individuals in
communities living along this route.
We want to thank all of our donors and government of Nepal for allowing
us to serve the community in new ways while staying true to our values and
beliefs. Not least the International communities; United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), Nairobi, Kenya, Asia-Pacific Forum for Environment
and Development (APFED), Japan, UKAID/DFID, Kathmandu, Nepal, UNEPEco-Peace Leadership Center (EPLC) & Kangwon National University of
South Korea, Government of Nepal (GoN), District Development Committee
(DDC) of Makawanpur, National NGO Federation of Nepal, District NGO
Federations (Makawanpur & Kalikot), respective local governments and
local community organizations for honoring us at different times with cash
prizes and recognitions for outstanding, groundbreaking and sustainable
environmental and pro-poor initiatives taken at the grass root level involving
most disadvantaged indigenous communities of Nepal.
MDI is truly blessed to have you as esteemed developmental partner in
this process. We believe, you will continue to support such a local initiative
with the noblest of objective to keep our community free of hunger in
intergenerational terms.
Thank you!

Khop Narayan Shrestha
Executive Director
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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t has been a great honour and privilege for us to have been able to work
with different donors and respective local governments for entire period of
two decades to assist large numbers of poor and vulnerable households to
sustainably escape chronic poverty of Nepal.
During this period, we worked in 16 districts of Nepal covering eastern,
central and mid-western region of the country covering a large rural mass
(199660 households) under different project folds giving due focus on
promoting livelihood and environment conservation works spending more
than USD 16.45 million.
Thank you for your generous gift to MDI. We are really thrilled to have your
support. Through your donation we have been able to improve livelihood of
many rural families. We believe that your support had stupendously helped
these families who were at dire need. You truly made the difference for us,
and we are extremely grateful.
Taking this opportunity, we are overwhelmed to express our humble
gratitude to all of you, especially the UN World Food Programme (WFP),
The Royal Danish Embassy of Kathmandu, UNDP GEF Small Grants
Programme of Nepal (UNDP/GEF/SGP), Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF),
German Technical Cooperation (GIZ), Food and Agriculture Organizations of
the United Nations (FAO), World Wildlife Fund (WWF), District Development
Committee (DDC) Makawanpur for their gracious support during this period.
We are also grateful with several international organizations such as Asia
Pacific for Environmental Development (APFED/IGES) Japan, United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP), Nairobi, Kenya, Eco-peace Leadership
Centre (EPLC), Kangwon National University, South Korea, Government of
Nepal, National NGO Federation of Nepal, UKAID/DFID Nepal for honoring
us deserving awards in recognition of our works in livelihood promotion and
environment conservation. Similarly, we have received several appreciations
from respective local governments and communities where we had worked
during this period. This has given us an immense pleasure to work further
for better.
We don’t know we did better or not. But, we feel that we have made our
presence felt. We are satisfied seeing the progress of our beneficiaries to
whom we worked during this period. We have seen better off life in Dandabas
(2000 m) area of Makawanpur where we had built rural road with financial
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assistance of World Food Programme and Poverty Alleviation Fund. Many of
our beneficiaries are now riding bikes, cars, sending their children for better
education in Hetauda or Kathmandu due to increased cash income by selling
off-season vegetables after road access. The low-lying area where road was
not in access, they have been involved in agroforestry growing pineapples,
banana, citrus and so many broomgrass that has eradicated their hunger at
least in some ways. Fisheries in many areas have been the survival boom for
many of the villagers in many districts. Almost 200 drinking water schemes
have been built and 5569 ha. area has been brought under irrigation. This
has helped them to boost their health and enhance productivity of their
crops. All these gives us an immense pleasure that our beneficiaries have
improved their life in a better way.
We believe that the positive changes have already been acknowledged by
the local communities and their perception about the future has become
brighter. The lessons that we drew from these projects could be of immense
importance not only for the beneficiary people but also to the policy makers
who are involved in ending rural poverty from the entire country.
I take immense pleasure in thanking to all my project team of MDI for making
all these projects a grand success.
Not least, I take this opportunity to express my gratitude to all the community
members who organized, mobilized and educated its members to build a
sense in participatory development works and made instrumental in the
successful completion of all the projects undertaken by MDI. They are
really our MDI families and friends. We highly regard their supports and
cooperation.
Thank you!
MDI Nepal
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The 20th general assembly meeting of MDI Nepal took place on 19 September
2021. The AGM was organized in Kabilas Resort, Chitwan. All the Board of
Directors (BOD) including MDI staffs and some other guests had attended
the meeting.

Representatives in the AGM Meeting
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
1. Mr. Khop Narayan Shrestha, Chairperson
2. Ms. Gyanu Maya Shyangtan, Vice Chairperson
3. Mr. Top Bahadur Shahi, General Secretary
4. Mr. Sanju Joshi, Treasurer
5. Mr. Sanu Kanchha Titung, Member
6. Dr. Laxmi Shrestha, Member
7. Ms. Deep Maya Gurung, Member
8. Ms. Parbati Shrestha, Member
9. Mr. Krishna Kumar Shrestha, Member
MDI STAFFS
10. Mr. Sagar Shrestha, Admin/Finance Officer
11. Mr. Rajan Lamichhane, Finance/Logistic Officer
12. Mr. Navin Subedi, Field Officer
13. Ms. Puja Karki, Monitoring and Reporting Officer
14. Ms. Mhendo Maya Gole, Messenger

GUESTS

15.
16.
17.
18.

Dr. Bishal Joshi
Ms. Yeshoda Shrestha
Ms. Sudha Kasaju
Ms. Santoshi Dhakal

19.
20.
21.
22.

Ms. Junu Kumari Shrestha
Ms. Khambi Shahi
Ms. Shreejana Shrestha
Ms. Laxmi Thapa
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Notice having been given to all the Board of Directors for the annual general
meeting of MDI Nepal. The meeting commenced at 8:30 AM at the meeting
hall of Kabilas resort, Chitwan.
Before commencement of the meeting, it was verified that the quorum of
the meeting was 100% and the meeting proceeded to the order of business.

Welcome Address
For and on behalf of the Board of Directors and the Management of the
MDI Nepal, Mr. Navin Subedi welcomed the board members, staffs and
the guests attending the meeting. At this juncture, Ms. Deep Maya Gurung,
Mr. Sanju joshi and Mr. Top Bahadur Shahi also marked 20th anniversary
of MDI Nepal since it started working in this Himalayan country in poverty
eradication, livelihood support and environmental sectors. The meeting was
conducted by Sagar Shrestha.

Agendas
Agenda

1

Agenda

2

Agenda

With no comments and upon the unanimous consent of the board
members, it was approved and confirmed in all aspects and be filed
in the MDI’s books and records.

To review and approve the progress report of the on-going
MCHN and Biodiversity project implemented in Jumla,
Kalikot, Dolpa and Chitwan respectively for the fiscal year
2076/077 (2019/2020)

The board unanimously approved the satisfactory performances
and thanked all the staffs who have been involved in achieving this
successful result.

Construction works in Bhandara Fish Farm

3

The board decided to build a guest house in collaboration with
Korean Company of Pithuwa, fencing the entire land including the
fish pond and to renovate the old house as office premises.

Agenda

Appointment of Executive Director and Advisor for the
organization

4

Agenda

5

18

To review and approve the audited Statement of Accounts
for the fiscal year 2076/077 (2019/2020)

For the time being, until appointment of next Executive Director,
the board decided to give responsibility of Executive Director to the
current Chairperson Mr. Khop Narayan Shrestha. The board also
decided to appoint Mr. Rahul Ranjan as Advisor to the organization.

Appointment of internal auditor for fiscal year 2077/078
(2020/2021)

The board decided to appoint S.C. Agrawal and Company as
independent auditor to carry out the internal audit for FY 2077/078
(2020/2021) of the organization.

MDI-Nepal (Manahari Development Institute-Nepal)
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Agenda

6

Awarding to staffs

The board decided to award the staffs and board members for
their outstanding contribution given for more than 10 years in MDI
Nepal. The award recipients’ staffs are; Mr. Sagar Shrestha, Mr.
Rajan Lamichhane, Mr. Navin Subedi, Mr. Pan Bahadur Titung,
LateMr. Bhima Lama, Mr. Hem Shankar Lal Karn, Mr. Raghubir
Thapa, Mr. Narendra Bahadur Shahi, Mr. Narahari Baniya and Mr.
Tilak Kumar Khadka. Similarly, some board members including Mr.
Khop Narayan Shrestha, Mr. Top Bahadur Shahi and Mr. Sanju Joshi
also received the certificate of recognition for their leading role as
board members in MDI. Rewards were given with a cash prize of
NPR 10,000 each and certificate of outstanding performance done
for MDI Nepal during this period.
The certificate was given by all the Board of Directors to the selected
awardees in turn by turn basis.

Agenda

7

Closing of meeting

From the chair, Mr. Khop Narayan Shrestha told that we are excited
to see so many of our founder members, friends, guests, and partner
organizations in this meeting. As an organization, we are very proud
of the work that MDI Nepal has done over the past 20 years and
thanked all the staffs, donor communities, government agencies and
international communities in support and recognition of our work
that we have done for the benefits of the people.
He also remembered that MDI Nepal office first opened in 2001
with a nine-person staff working from a small room in the house Mr.
Pancha Lal Shrestha in Manahari Bazar of Makawanpur district. Over
the years, MDI’s development programmes expanded significantly,
turning MDI Nepal into a leading national organization. Since its
establishment, it has implemented more than $ 16.45 million in
projects. Until the end of 2021, it has assisted 199 thousand people
through 64 development projects.

		
There being no further business. The chairman thanked
the board of directors, staffs, guests who had attended the
meeting and declared the meeting closed at 5 PM.
Contribution in Social Transformation, Livelihood Promotion and Environmental Conservation in Rural Society of Nepal
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Looking back, there is a lot for the MDI Nepal to be proud of. Our hotspot
programs have had a direct impact on over 199 thousand rural families and
liberated them from worst form of poverty. Our impact we have supported is
increasingly recognized by several national and international communities.
We have yet a long way to go, but it is worth reflecting on how far we have
come.

Major Events
2001

Registration of MDI Nepal in Makawanpur and office set
up in Hetauda, Makawanpur, Nepal.
Worked voluntarily for flood affected families in northwest
Makawanpur and served above 200 families

2002

Formal launch of first community-based livelihood project
in 7 VDCs (Manahari, Handikhola, Raksirang, Kankada,
Sarikhet, Bharta, Kalikatar) of North West Makawanpur
for three years period (2002-2005) funded by the Royal
Danish Embassy (Danida) of Kathmandu targeting the
most deprived tribal communities; the Chepangs and
Tamangs and served 5279 families affected through
floods and famine.

2004

Initiated first Khoriya improvement project funded by
UNDP/GEF/Small Grants Programme of Nepal in 3 VDCs
(Manahari, Handikhola and Kankada) of Makawanpur for
two years period (2004-2006) with a view to improve
Khoriya farming with innovative form of agroforestry and
served 6851 families in improving 200 ha. of khoriya lands

2005

PAF programme started in 11 VDCs (Manahari, Handikhola,
Raksirang, Kankada, Sarikhet, Bharta, Kalikatar, Khairang,
Agara, Gogane and Dandakharka) of Makawanpur to
improve infrastructure works and income generating
activities and served 3816 most vulnerable families.
Worked as Technical Assistance (TA) partner for Rural
Community Infrastructure Works (RCIW) with District
Development Committee (DDC) Makawanpur supported
by German Technical Cooperation (GIZ) and developed
2.8 km rural road from Ghartikhola to Solabhanjayang and
promoted various income generating microprojects along
the road corridor and served 2366 households.

Contribution in Social Transformation, Livelihood Promotion and Environmental Conservation in Rural Society of Nepal
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2006

DANIDA-II Phase programme started in Makawanpur in
11 VDCs in connection with RCIW programme supported
by World Food Programme (WFP) of Nepal. Building of
Manahari-Dandabas rural road corridor started from
Palung to Dandabas section along with several income
generating activities around the corridor giving benefits
to almost 10863 rural families.
FAO- telefood project launched in 3 VDCs with specific
focus to tribal women on goat raising activities. Each
families were supported 3 adult goats and a total of
600 women members benefited by this programme in
Raksirang, Kankada and Manaharai VDC.

2007

Extended RCIW/WFP programme in Tanahun district and
worked in 5.8 km road extension from Gumlek-Buddha
Singh Samparka Motor Marg in Kahunshivapur, Virkot
and Baidi VDCs of Tanahun.
Continued PAF, DANIDA & FAO programme in
Makawanpur.

2008

Received ‘Ryutaro Hashimoto APFED Award-2008
-a GOLD (1st) prize with cash prize of US $ 20,000 by
Asia Pacific Forum for Environment and Development
(APFED)/IGES Japan in recognition of responsible
agroforestry launched in shifting cultivation blocks
(Khoriya lands) in north west Makawanpur during 20042006.
Launched WFP supported Protracted Relief and
Recovery Operations (PRRO) Programme and continued
road extension works from Dandabas to Gogane VDC
serving 3066 households.
Bhakundebas-Dhumsikharka 5 km rural road completed
with support from Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF)

2009

22

Launched WFP supported PRRO programme in 17 VDCs
(Lekhani, Mayankhu, Hardeni, Sirise, Sorung, Limpatar,
Okhle, Lekhgaun, Iname, Rupatar, Thanagaun, Basbote,
Baraha, Tamlichha, Balamta, Jate and Rauta) of Udayapur
district and served 6497 the most drought affected
families.
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Khoriya improvement project extended in 7 other VDCs of
northwest Makawanpur UNDP/GEF/SGP Renaissance of
Khoriya Farming (Shifting Cultivation) II Phase programme
started from 6 VDCs (Raksirang, Kankanda, Handikhola,
Manahari, Sarikhet, Bharta, & Dahakhani VDC (Chitwan)
and rehabilitated 1254 ha. of khoriya lands under
improved ambeit of agroforestry system following Sloping
Agriculture Land technology (SALT). United Nations World
Food Programme (WFP) supported this programme under
food for work activities in plantation of 5.61 million plants
serving 1897 households.

2010

Received UNEP EPLC Excellence Award 2010 from
South Korea with a cash prize of USD 1,500 in promoting
conservation agriculture in sloping lands of Makawanpur.
Launched FAO supported Agriculture & livestock
programme in 32 VDCs (Mainamaini, Katunjebawala,
Siddhipur, Chuadandi, Saune, Khanbu, Aaptar, Pokhari,
Jate, Laphagaun, Rauta, Jalpachilaune, Nametar, Bhuttar,
Basbote, Baraha, Tamlichha, Balamta, Sirise, Hardeni,
Limpatar, Sorung Chhabise, Tawashree, Okhle, Rupatar,
Thanagaun, Iname, Lekhgaun, Mayankhu, Lekhani,
Dumre and Barre) of Udayapur targeting the most drought
affected families and served 18565 affected families.
Launched DANIDA supported nutrition programme in
7 VDCs (Aaptar, Pokhari, Laphagaun, Bhuttar, Baraha,
Nametar and Jate) of Udayapur for two years (September
2010 to May 2012) period and served 3500 families.

2011

Launched World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Nepal programme
in Indrawati basin (Kavre, Sindhupalchowk & Kathmandu
district sector) and demonstrated alternative livelihood
option including Micro-irrigation Technology (MIT) in
vegetable production and served 455 families.
Promoted polyhouse technology in vegetable production
first time in Dandabas area of Makawanpur supported
by FAO telefood project and served 67 families with
67numbers of polyhouses.
Extended RCIW/WFP programme in 9 other districts
(Makawanpur, Udayapur, Khotang, Rukum, Rolpa, Salyan,
Pyuthan, Dailekh and Jajarkot) supported by World Food
programme and served 27710 households.
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Received “UNEP-Saskawa Prize 2010-11” with a cash
prize of US $ 100,000.00 from UNEP 26th Governing
Council Meeting held on 23 February 2011 at Nairobi,
Kenya in recognition of sustainable and ground breaking
environmental initiatives on responsible agroforestry
launched in sloping uplands of Nepal targeting the most
vulnerable communities, the Chepangs and Tamangs
(shifting cultivators) of north west Makawanpur.
Received ‘‘Environment Conservation Award 2011’’ with
cash prize of NPR 50,000 from Government of Nepal/
Ministry of Environment.
Participation in National Conference on Sustainable
Agriculture & Climate Change 4th round table meet on
April 2011, Kolkata.
Broadcasted the progress on awarded agroforestry
activities of Makawanpur through Avenues Television
with interview by MDI its Executive Director Mr. Khop
Narayan Shrestha.
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2012

Participated in international convention of environmental
laureates in Febiburg, Germany organized by European
Environment Foundation (EEF).
Launched WFP PRRO programme in 9 VDCs (Baluwatar,
Dwari, Kalika, Salleri, Jaganath, Katti, Room, Raniban,
and Kashikandh) of Dailekh district and served 2429
households.
Launched RCIW programme in 4 districts (Dailekh, Rolpa,
Rukum & Jajarkot) and served 9315 families.
Launched COMODEKS programme in Makawanpur
in alliances with community organizations Churiya
Agricultural Cooperative Limited (CAC), Handikhola,
Janachetna Agriculture Cooperative Limited (JACL),
Lothar, Development Organization for Community
(DOFC), Manahari and Gramin Sarokar Krishi Utthan Tatha
Sanglan Kendra (GSKUSK) supported by UNDP GEF Small
Grants Programme of Nepal.
Launched environment friendly CARP-SIS project in
Handikhola with support from UNDP GEF Small Grants
Programme of Nepal and developed 300 fishery ponds

2013

Supported NPR 200,000 to Mr. Hira Lal B.K of Room-8
Dailekh received through accidental insurance who was
injured during the road construction works in Room,
Dailekh under the WFP PRRO project in Dailekh.
Launched RCIW/WFP programme in Dailekh, Jumla &
Kalikot and served 9822 households

MDI-Nepal (Manahari Development Institute-Nepal)
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2014

Launched Maternal Child Health and Nutrition (MCHN)
Programme in Jumla targeting mother and children under
2 years of age supported by World Food programme
(WFP) and served 8189 families.
		
Received “Jadish Chandra Ghimire Social Award-2015”
2015
with cash prize of NPR 25,000.00 by National NGO
Federation of Nepal.
Started Emergency Operation Programme (EMOP) in
Makawanpur for the earthquake affected families and
served 8809 affected families under cash for work
programme supported by World Food Programme.
Extended EMOP programme in Kavre & Sindhupalchowk
targeting the earthquake affected families under cash/
food for work programme supported by World Food
Programme and served 17192 affected families.

2016

Extended MCHN programme in Jumla, Kalikot & Dolpa
district and served 19922 families
Received Adaptation at Scale Prize (GBP 10,000) from
UKAID/DFID, Kathmandu.

2017

Launched ‘Food Assistance to Drought Affected
Population’ project in Kalikot district and served 4738
families covering 6 VDCs of Kalikot.

2018

Launched Fish Diversity Project in Tiger lake and
associated areas in Bharatpur municipality-11 of Chitwan
district. 34 fish species identified and displayed in fish
museum established in Gaikharka Tole of Bharatpur
Municipality-11, Chitwan.

2020

Launched Livelihood Enhancement and Recovery Project
(LERP) in 3 Rural Municipalities (Mahawai, Shuva Kalika
and Naraharinath) of Kalikot district supported by World
Food Programme and served 2000 households.

2021

Celebrated MDI 20th anniversary on 19 September 2021
and awarded the recognition and appreciation letters to
its staffs who worked hard and spent their time for more
than 10 years in MDI Nepal.
Continued Mother and Child Health and Nutrition
Programme (MCHN) in Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa districts.
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A LOOK BACK ON
OUR PAST DEEDS
Throughout the period of two decade, MDI has served as
social enterprise pioneer, touching the lives more than 150
thousand rural families by providing various humanitarian,
educational, agricultural, social, environmental, health care
and emergency services to rural communities covering 16
districts of Nepal. A substantial experience in productive
infrastructure development, agro-forestry in hill slopes and
degraded lands, small scale fisheries in uplands following
environment friendly Carp-SIS methods and nutrition
support for pregnant and lactating women in remote areas
of Nepal in collaboration with various funding agencies are
some of the memorable chapters that MDI has noticed.
All these activities have widely contributed to income
diversification, food security, and sustainable land use and
ultimately to strengthen the capacity of rural farmers to
improve, build resilience, and empower in several working
areas.

20 Years of MDI in Nepal (2001-2021)

AGROFORESTRY IN HILLSLOPES
More than 2648 hectares of marginal and
degraded sloping uplands affected through
shifting cultivation practices have been
rehabilitated with improved agro-forestry
system, planting 14.61 million plants of
fruits, fodders and NTFPs like broom-grass
and asparagus benefitting 13100 HHs in 4
different districts. Makawanpur, being the
pioneer district in agroforestry programme,
covers alone more than 9.6 million plants
under its plantation giving benefits to
most peculiar communities like Chepang
and Tamang in improving their livelihood
opportunities.
By this practice, we believe that people
have gained plenty of knowledge as a
sustainable option for their livelihood. They
have deeply understood the importance of
such a nude khoriya lands which has turned
to be a famine fighter by growing such a
tiny forest weeds, local fruits and fodders
giving handsome and dividend prizes.
These lands have now become the home
for diversifications of farm activities into
high value commercial crop (horticulture,
NTFPS, floriculture and other medicinal
plants), and processing of agricultural and
other natural resources based materials.
Beyond to the existing practices, there is
still room for introducing tea, coffee, honey,
mushrooms etc. including livestock. The
lessons that drew from the project could
be of immense importance not only for the
people of Makawanpur but also to dryland
smallholders in other areas of Nepal in
harnessing their respective comparative
advantages.

Key Messages
It has well addressed marginality and inequality
giving enough room for most deprived communities
because poverty is rampant within the target
landscape and it can be a threat to the environment.
It has widened increasing connectivity among
different ecosystem such as land water and forest
resources. Such connection is found to result
in synergy across ecosystems towards better
productivity as opposed to when these systems
operate in a fragmented way.
Priority has been given to diversification of
land uses because agriculture diversification
has direct influence on landscape resilience.
Its beneficiaries feel that their resilience was
enhanced after adding amriso, banana, pineapple
and citrus in their traditional cropping portfolio
such that even if one crop failed somehow, they
could rely on others.
The local knowledge systems are well
acknowledged respected and refined it with new
innovations to produce even better livelihood
outcomes. The examples are the beneficiaries’
involvement in the selection of appropriate species.
There are noted synergies between certain
livelihood activities. For example, honey-bee
keeping and mustard/chiuri cultivation improves
the yield of mustard/chiuri through better
pollination and at the same time improves the
honey yield. Chiuri and honey are most favorite
components of the area.
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PRODUCTIVE INFRASTRUCTURES

A mini truck transporting food items at Dhumsikhark village, Kailash Rural
Municipality of Makawanpur

Key Messages
These infrastructures build
so far have been able to
enhance employment
opportunities and to
improve agricultural
capacity, market access
and livelihood opportunities
in rural areas.
Food for work program
(FfW) supported by World
Food Programme (WFP)
for developing various
infrastructures like rural
roads have been found
important from the point
of view of ensuring food
security, generating
temporary employment
and income for the ultrapoor who have difficulty
in engaging in selfemployment opportunities.
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Improving crop productivity of rain-fed farmlands through
technical support in farming practice and development of
small-scale irrigation systems, innovative water acquisition
and application technologies such as water harvesting
tank, infiltration galleries, drip and sprinklers have been
introduced by MDI in various rural communities covering
almost 2565 ha. area under irrigation facilities.
Similarly, a number of rural rural road schemes (189 km),
drinking water supply system (218 schemes) and marketing
collection centres (6 centers).
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AQUACULTURE IN HIGHLANDS

Poverty and associated malnutrition, particularly among children
and women, is rampant in Nepal. Hill and highland dwellers are
suffering a major brunt from this poverty menace. Though fish is
said to be the cheapest source of protein, it rarely reaches the table
of highland people. Most of the ponds (94%) are located in terai of
Nepal where warm climate prevails. The policy makers generally
seem to believe that highland fish farming is totally unsuitable and
unrealistic, a complete waste of effort and resources. Thus, the
production potentials of cold water aquaculture in upland areas
have always been grossly ignored.

Key Messages
This indicates that common
carps are most viable species for
growing in colder regions. With
this experiment, the obstacles
have been identified and the
worth of the enterprise has been
proven beyond doubt. The stage
is set for interested new comers
who is expected to enter the
programme. For this to happen,
there must be immediate financial
support in the form of specific
aquaculture- flagged funding from
the government and other donors.

MDI attempted an experiment to explore the production potential
of common carp and its breeding in highland of Nepal, in Tatopani
village of Jumla, at 2500 m altitude during 2014. The main
purpose of this experiment was to see the growth rate of common
carp in cold water and if possible, start breeding to ensure supply of quality of fish
seeds which always remained daunting task impending the overall development
of aquaculture in highland. Some common carp fingerlings were brought from
Nepalgunj and delivered it through airplane in Jumla. Mr. Bal Bir Mahat received 50
fingerlings and reared it in his own small cement tank. The growth rate of common
carp was found satisfactory @ 0.54 g/day with 76% survival rate. While in two years
Mr. Mahat also made successful in breeding of this species in guidance of MDI
technical team and produced 5000 hatchlings first time in Jumla. Mr. Mahat is still
continuing in breeding and selling of common carp and fish fries since 2016.
Contribution in Social Transformation, Livelihood Promotion and Environmental Conservation in Rural Society of Nepal
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CARP-SIS PROJECT

Carp-SIS based
Fishery Ponds
around the
Rivers and
Stream Belts

Similarly, MDI launched an environment friendly Carp-SIS project in Makawanpur.
CARP-SIS polyculture system is relatively a new technology developed by
joint collaboration of Bangladesh Agriculture University (BAU) and World Fish
Centre around 2000 in Bangladesh and later successfully tested in Chitwan by
the experts of the Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science (IAAS), Rampur,
Nepal in 2010-2012. This system combines
cultivation of Small Indigenous Species
(SIS) mixed with some exotic carp species
such as bighead carps, silver carps, rohu,
naini and mrigal (collectively called as
CARPs) through polyculture system and has
potential of producing additional 10% higher
productivity.
MDI’s vision has been in highest proximity
in tandem with nature. Following the
successful works on agroforestry in Khoriya
lands supported by UNDP GEF Small Grants
Programme for two consecutive periods
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(2004-2007/2009-2011), MDI has been awarded another petty project
“Conservation of Indigenous Fish Bio-diversity in East Rapti River Basin
(ERB) through CARP-SIS Po lyculture ” (2012-2014) with a total grant support
of US$ 28,000 in partnership with local Churiya Agriculture Cooperative
Limited. This new project had a three- pronged objectives; conserving
local fish species, improving family nutrition
(particularly with enhanced intake of vitamin
Key Messages
A, protein, and calcium) and raising family
SIS such as Mara (Amblypharyngodon mola) have
income.
The native fish species are declining all
over the world. Nepal is not in isolation with
this reality. Due to current most notorious
practice of harvesting fishes from the river
by using electrical devices, poisons, etc.,
the extinction of not only indigenous fish
species, but also the entire fish world of
Nepal is severely threatened. Experts have
estimated that there are about 252 fish
species in Nepal’s river system of which
indigenous fish constitute 236 and exotic 16.
Of the total 236 known as native fish species

been found for the first time in Rhino lake, located
in Bharandabhar forest corridor of Bharatpur
Municipality-12 through a study sponsored by
MDI Nepal and conducted by the fish specialists
of Agriculture and Forestry University (AFU),
Rampur, Nepal supported under fish diversity
project of UNDP GEF Small grants Programme
of Nepal. This species has very high profile of
Vitamin A and is widely used in Bangladesh and
other south east Asian countries in improving
nutrition of women and child through fish in
nutrition projects. Similarly, other nutrient rich
species such as Dedhwa (Esomus danricus) and
Pothi (Puntius sophore) are also adequately found
in these lakes. These can be valuable assets in
improving nutrition of women and child in the
days ahead if conserved and harvested properly.
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of Nepal, 34 species are threatened. Out of them 2 species are endangered,
9 species vulnerable and 23 species are under nearly threatened.
Carp-SIS integration piloted in Handikhola VDC has been seen as one of
the potential alternative option for people dependent on fishing. With this
integration, they have opportunity to sell carps for additional income and
small indigenous fish species (SIS) for family consumption preventing them
to swing for fishing in rivers and streams in search of SIS. This has reduced
indiscriminate killing of SIS and has ensured conservation of natural SIS
stocks in their habitats. Different studies have already showed success
story of SIS polyculture through carp-SIS integration. This production cum
conservation practice leads to sustainability, a better term in fishery is ‘social
fishery’.
Now, there are numbers of ponds (300 ponds) mixed with local species
and exotic carps around Masinekhola and Thadokhola corridor and more
than 150 farmers are involved in it. The preliminary results are outstanding.
People have started selling carps worth of more than NPR 2 million annually.
Similarly, annual intake of local species (SIS) has dramatically increased at
household level. In addition, SIS populations are starting to show sign of
recovery in rivers and streams even with this short cycle of experiments. The
positive changes have already been acknowledged by the local communities
and their perception about SIS conservation has become widened.
SIS such as Mara (Amblypharyngodon mola), Dedhwa (Esomus danricus) and
Pothi (Puntius sophore) are considered as highly valuable source of macro
and micronutrients. Vitamins and minerals are found to be much more in
small fish than in large fish such as Carps. SIS is self-recruiting and therefore
can be harvested weekly and biweekly, favouring household consumption.
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NUTRITION
Nutrition
is
directly
associated with agriculture
and food security. MDI has
set forth its presence in the
sector of Nutrition for quite
a time. It has implemented
‘Building Livelihood and
Improving
Nutrition
of
Women and under 5
children in Udaypur and
Dailekh district in 20092013 reaching 27201 HHs
With the financial support
of Embassy of Denmark and
UN World Food Programme,
a number of village model
farms (VFMs), homestead
gardens, poultry rearing and fruit plantation activities, canal irrigation, water
collection ponds for vegetables and food crops had been accomplished.
Currently, MDI is an implementing partner of UN World Food Partner for
Mother and Child health and Nutrition Programme (MCHN) in Jumla,
Kalikot and Dolpa district of Karnali Province. MCHN is the core nutrition
improvement programme of mother and child accorded number one priority
by the government of Nepal.

Beneficiaries
after receiving
fortified
blended food
at Odankau
Health Facility,
Kalikot

This programme is running for more than 7 years and some 66484
pregnant and lactating women and children under 2 years of age have
been supplemented with nutrient dense food regularly along with health
counselling services. This support has dramatical changes in the life of
mothers and children to build their health status and has accorded one of
the top priority programme by the government of Nepal.
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OVERALL
PROGRESS & KEY
ACHIEVEMENTS
(2001-2021)
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Geographic/Demographic coverage
Total districts
Total families served (HHs)
Total population served

16
199660
825192

Social Infrastructures
Rural roads (Km)
189.06
Mule Trail (Km)
Drip Irrigation (Nos)
60
Surface Cannel (Nos)
Lift Irrigation (Nos)
6
Water Harvest Tank (Nos)
Irrigated area (Ha)
2565.40
Fish ponds (Nos)
Marketing center (Nos)
6
Toilet Construction (Nos)
Polyhouse (Nos)
218
Commercial fish ponds (Nos)
Fish Museum (Nos/Area)
1/270 sq.m. (34 fish species displayed)
Drinking water supply system (Nos/HHs) 218/841

196.13
468
210
534
242
271

Agroforestry
Total plantation
Area coverage

14.6 million plants
5809 ha

Renewable energy
Peltron turbine (Nos)
Biogas (Nos)

9 (45.2 KW)
94

Solar home (Nos)
247
Improved Cooking Stoves (Nos) 762

Agriculture
Improved seed distribution (MT)
Poultry birds distributed (Nos)
Goats and pigs distributed (Nos)
Total estimated fresh vegetable production
Total gross sales (NPR)

504 (paddy, wheat, maize, lentil and
vegetables with composite packets)
19818
9958
1000 MT/year (Approx.)
15 million/year (Approx.)

Food/cash assets creation
Foods distributed for assets creation 10,838.067 MT (Rice: 9903.699 MT & Pulse: 934.368)
Cash distributed for assets creation NPR 231,722,580.00
Mother and Child Health and Nutrition (MCHN)
Fortified blended food distribution
Children (<2 years) served
Pregnant and Lactating Women (PLW)
Total beneficiaries

2635.864 MT
40096 (Girls: 19758, Boys: 20338)
26388
66484
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GEOGRAPHICAL
COVERAGE
Since its establishment in 2001, MDI has worked in 16
districts. The districts covered are Khotang and Udaypur
in Province 1, Chitwan, Makawanpur, Kavreplanchwok, and
Sindhupalchowk in Bagmati province, Tanahun in Gandaki
province, Rolpa and Pyuthan in Province-5 and Dailekh,
Jajarkot, Rukum Salyan, Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa in Karnali
province of Nepal. During this period MDI has been able
to reach almost 199 thousand rural families of whom 70%
represents from vulnerable communities of ethnic origin.

20 Years of MDI in Nepal (2001-2021)
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OUR DONORS
WITH THEIR
BRIEF PROJECT
PORTFOLIOS
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MDI is working in partnership with World Food Programme since 2002. It
started its partnership through Rural Community Infrastructure Works (RCIW)
project in Makawanpur and later extended it in various other districts. RCIW
was the core poverty alleviation programme of the government of Nepal
accorded number one priority. By this programme a number of rural road
networks were extended in many remote areas of the districts. Local people
were involved in building roads and in developing small micro-projects
like community irrigation through food for work programme in which every
member involved in the work were entitled to receive 4 kg of rice per day for
every 8 hours of works done.

COVID-19 Livelihood and Economic
Recovery Operation (LERP/CFA)
Covid-19 LERP is the latest project implemented
by MDI in Kalikot district. This project was
developed by World Food Programme
after the insurgence of COVID-19 globally.
Karnali Province is one of such hard-hit zone
by COVID-19 crisis where food shortages
have remained in the grips of severe food
shortages every time. Migration to India for
work is common livelihood strategy in Karnali
province and starvation is imminent if for any
reason the migration to India is ceased.
In response to restore livelihoods at the
community, MDI Nepal, in support with
United Nations World Food Programme
(WFP) implemented COVID-19 Livelihood and Economic Recovery Operation
(LERP/CFA) in Kalikot district with an aim to enhance access to food, restore
and build back better livelihoods, prevent a breakdown of food systems and
provide proper nutrition to relieve the most vulnerable populations affected
by COVID-19 pandemic.
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Irrigation canal
constructed in
Naraharinath
Rural
Municipality-3,
Kumalgaun,
Kalikot
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Project Title- COVID-19 Livelihood and Economic
Recovery Operation (LERP/CFA)
Period- 16 November 2020 to 15 July 2021
Total Grant- NPR 18.36 million
District- Kalikot
Rural Municipality Covered
3 RM (Naraharinath, Suvakalika Mahawai)
Total Households covered
2000 (Conditional: 1400 HHs,
Unconditional: 600 HHs)
Cash Distribution- NPR 48.00 million

Women’s
participation
in rural road
construction,
Shubhakalika
RM-2, Kalikot

A number of community activities were accomplished during this period
mainly the community irrigations, rural roads, mule trails, foot trials, community
orchard etc.
WFP’s supported cash for assets (CFA) activities were carried out to meet
immediate food needs of households and empower communities to build
assets and enterprises that can reduce hunger and poverty. Households
participating in CFA activities build roads and trails that helped link farmers
to markets. Our observation has indicated that these CFA activities
implemented in various rural corners have dramatically reduced adoption
of irreversible and severe coping mechanisms and have generated new
income, preventing families from slipping into further poverty and hunger.
Assistance was targeted during the critical season of outmigration to cover
gaps in household food stocks. For participation of a household member
in an activity, a household received NPR 600.00 per person per work day.
Normally, an activity comprises of 40 working days per year per season. A
total of NPR 24,000.00 cash distributed serving 2000 households in overall.

Mother and Child Health and
Nutrition Programme (MCHN)
Improving nutrition of mother and child is one of the highest priorities
programme of the government of Nepal. The government has launched
multi sectoral nutrition plan (MSNP) in order to address this issue where
different actors are involved in implementation of this MSNP plan. World
Food Programme (WFP) is one of the major partner in assisting this plan to
the government of Nepal.
40
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Project Title- Mother and Child Health and Nutrition Programme
(MCHN)
Period- May 2014 to 2 December 2021
Total Grant- NPR 147.31 million
District- Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa
M/Rural Municipality Covered
23 M/RMs (Jumla: 8, Kalikot: 9 and Dolpa: 6)
Total No of Beneficiaries
66484 (PLW: 26388, 6-23 month children: 40096)
Fortified Blended Food Distribution- 2635.864 MT

Beneficiaries after receiving fortified food at Raralihi Health Post, Jumla

Fortified food feeding to child
at Dolpa

MDI as partner of World Food Programme is involved in
implementation of Mother and Child Health and Nutrition
(MCHN) programme in Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa (Karnali
province) district for the last few years. The main objective
of this programme is to improve the overall nutritional status
of pregnant and lactating women (PLW) and children under
2 years of age, contributing in reduction of stunting, wasting
and underweight in long run. A blanket programme targeting
pregnant lactating women and children between 6-23 months
are provided with 3 kgs of nutritious fortified blended food per
month. Regular follow up and counselling services are also
provided to infant and young child feeding practices (IYCF),
preparation of homemade foods and hygiene maintenance.
Through this programme, total of 2635.864 MT of fortified blended food
distributed in 3 working districts (Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa) serving 66484
targeted families (PLW and children under 2 years of age) during the period
from 2014-2021.

MUAC
Screening of
the child at Rimi
Health post,
Dolpa
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Emergency Food & Cash Assistance to People
Affected by Earthquake in Nepal (EMOP)
The ill-fated earthquake that hit Nepal
two times i.e. on 25 April and 12 May
2015 affected 32 districts in overall and
14 districts are reported as hardest hit
districts.
Makawanpur,
Kavreplanchok
and Sindhupalchok is one of such hard-hit
districts where 3500 people have lost their
life and almost 95% buildings collapsed. This
caused severe problems to the survivals.

Project Title- Emergency Food & Cash Assistance
to People Affected By Earthquake in Nepal
(EMOP)
Period- EMOP-I & II : 10 May 2015- 27 July 2015;
EMOP-III : September 2015- March 2016
Total Grant- NPR 39.53 million
District- Makawanpur, Kavreplanchok and
Sindhupalchok
Total Households Covered- 26001 (Male:
18926 & Female: 7075)- Makawanpur : 8809,
Kavreplanchowk : 6483, Sindupalchowk : 10709
Ethnicity- Dalit- 704, Janajati: 13461, Other: 11836
Food Distribution- 1169.05 MT (Rice: 990.72 MT
Pulse: 178.33 MT)
Cash Distribution- NPR 240.656 million
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The government of Nepal declared state
of emergency and asked for humanitarian
assistance. United Nations World Food
Programme, a leading and largest
humanitarian organization in the world
initiated its activities in seven districts of badly
affected districts including Makawanpur,
Kavreplanchok and Sindhupalchok. In the
beginning, WFP conducted EMOP-I aiming
to provide immediate relief works for the
victims on unconditional basis. This phase
remained for a period of 3 months (May
2015 to July 2015). This phase aimed to
provide support on a conditional basis
particularly under cash for work programme
in which twenty days of works were entitled
to receive NPR 8,000 per households.
The major activities focused were debris
clearances, infrastructure rehabilitation and
little support for other income generating
agriculture related activities.
EMOP-III began for a period of 7 months
starting from September 2015. The main
objective of this phase was to build/
rehabilitate community based infrastructure
works and other livelihood support activities
to sustain their lives in sustained basis. This
was also conditional basis providing 40 days
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of work in which participating households
were entitled to receive 177 KGs of food
commodities (rice 150 kg & pulses 27 kg)
under the food for work programme and
NPR 16,000 per household under cash for
work activities.
MDI Nepal worked as partner organization
for this programme for Kavreplanchok and
Sindhupalchok districts covering 25 VDCs (12
in Kavreplanchok and 13 in Sindhupalchok)
and provided services to 17192 HHs under
cash and food transfer. Cash for work was
done in Sindhupalchok because of safe and easy market access for foods
while in Kavreplanchok food for work programme was carried out because
of less access to market for obtaining foods. This was decided by the VAM’s
assessment and mapping which is conducted through WFP as its regular
assessment.

Rehabilitation
and
maintenance
of rural road
under EMOP in
Thulodhading
village of
Sindhupalchok
district

Protected Relief and
Recovery Operation (PRRO)
Protected Relief and Recovery Operations
(PRRO) is one such programme conducted
by the World Food Programme that are
launched during the emergency situations
to restore livelihood of affected families
caused by various natural disasters.
This programme was implemented in
Makawanpur, Kalikot, Dailekh and Udayapur
district following the longest drought of
2008/09 that affected the livelihood of
rural families to a greater extent. The
main purpose of this programme was to
restore food and nutrition security, increase
resilience, and rebuild infrastructure in
communities affected by the drought and
other natural calamities like earthquake of
2015.

Irrigation canal constructed under PRRO programme in
Bange village, Naumule Rural Municipality of Dailekh
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Project Title- Protected Relief and Recovery
Operation (PRRO)
Period- PRRO-I : 15 March to 30 June 2009,
PRRO II : 15 March 2009- June 2009, 15 October
2009- May 2012, 15 September 2011 –June 2013,
PRRO III : September 2016- January 2017
Total Grant- NPR 87.11 million
District- Makawanpur, Udayapur, Dailekh and
Kalikot
VDCs Covered- 39 VDCs (Makawanpur: 3 VDCs,
Udayapur: 17 VDCs, Dailekh: 13 VDCs and
Kalikot: 6 VDCs)
Total Households covered- 33633 (Male: 21902,
Female: 11731), Makawanpur : 1694, - Udayapur:
16059, Dailekh : 11142, Kalikot : 4738
Ethnicity- Dalit- 6303, Janajati: 15741, Other:
11589
Food Distribution- 4763.234 MT (Rice: 4,293.80
MT & Pulse: 469.434 MT)
Cash Distribution- NPR 42.237 million

The major activities carried out under the
project were diversion of lean season labor
to productive works, upgrading community
irrigation schemes, construction of water
harvesting ponds for irrigation, rehabilitation
of drinking water schemes and micro
irrigation, establishment of drip irrigation
system in vegetable farming, improved
traditional drinking water system for multiple
use, promotion of small scale fisheries for
livelihood and nutrition, rehabilitation of foot
trails and productive utilization of marginal
uplands through agro forestry, establishment
of village model farm (VMF) and homestead
garden (HG), establishment of citrus nursery
and capacity building training.
A total of 33633 HHs served under
this programme in all four districts. The
beneficiaries were involved in cash/food for
work programme, each member receiving
NPR 5,400.00 as cash and 135 kg of rice/
lentil for 60 days of works.

Rural Community
Infrastructure Works (RCIW)
The rural community infrastructure work (RCIW), one of the major poverty
alleviation programmes accorded number one priority programme by the
government of Nepal. The project has been of great importance in the
framework of the Government’s national programme for the alleviation of
rural poverty through the established decentralized structures of local selfgovernment i.e. DDCs & VDCs. It aims to build the capacity of impoverished
households and communities in the target group to generate long-term food
security. The strategic exertion includes developing rural infrastructure,
provision of employment opportunities and enhances self-help capacity of
the target population.
WFP’s supported food / cash for assets activities are carried out to meet
immediate food needs of households and empower communities to build
assets and enterprises that can reduce hunger and poverty. Households
participating in food /cash for assets activities build roads and trails that
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help link farmers to markets. New irrigation
and drinking water systems, ponds and
water harvest tanks, micro-hydro schemes
and storage facilities constructed by
communities improve the agricultural output
of small-holder farmers. In highly foodinsecure areas, evaluations show that food
/ cash for assets activities can dramatically
reduce adoption of irreversible and severe
coping mechanisms and can generate new
income, preventing families from slipping
into further poverty and hunger.
Assistance is targeted between planting and
harvest periods to cover gaps in household
food stocks. For participation of a household
member in an activity, a household receives
4 kg rice per person per work day and 0.5
kg lentils per person per work day. Normally,
an activity comprises of 80 working days per
year per season.
MDI in support with WFP, implemented RCIW
programme in Makwanpur, Tanahun, Udaypur,
Khotang, Pyuthan, Salyan, Rukum, Jajarkot,
Dailekh, Rolpa, Jumla and Kalikot districts
under various phases within the period from
2007 to 2016 and served 34104 families under
RCIW programme in total during this period.

Road constructed under RICW programme in Gogane,
Kailash Rural Municipality of Makawanpur

Project Title- Rural Community Infrastructure
Work (RCIW)
Period- July 2007 - June 2008, March 2009 June 2009, March 2011 - July 2011, March 2012 July 2012, November 2013 - June 2013, February
2014 - June 2015, January 2016 - April 2016
Total Grant- NPR 56.91 million
District- Makawanpur, Udayapur, Khotang,
Tanahu, Rukum, Rolpa, Pyuthan, Salyan, Jajarkot,
Dailekh, Jumla and Kalikot
VDCs Covered- 117 VDCs
Total Households Covered- 34104 (Male: 18514,
Female: 15590)
Ethnicity- Dalit- 6704, Janajati: 13461, Other: 13939
Food Distribution- 4905.783 MT (Rice: 4619.179
MT & Pulse: 286.604 MT)
Cash Distribution- NPR 272.892 Million
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Promoting Local Fish Diversity in Selected
Lakes of Chitwan through Eco-system based
co-management Practices

Fish
Museum and
Biodiversity
Information
Center (FMBIC),
Bharatpur-11,
Bhojad,
Chitwan

Freshwater native fishes
are one of the most ignored
fauna for conservation; as
a result, alarming decline
in fish diversity persists.
Out of the total known 236
native fish species recorded
in Nepal, 34 species
are found threatened at
different level. The decline
of native fish is associated
with several factors. Among
other reasons, uncontrolled
and unconventional fishing
is the major threat causing
decline of native fish
species. Until recently, the local communities are widely using different kinds
of traditional fishing gear like nets, baskets, rod and line, spearing, fish traps
and indigenous fish poison, as well as some destructive fishing methods
such as insecticides, pesticides, dynamiting and electric fishing and this has
tremendously hampering the fish biodiversity in the river basins. This will
continue even in the coming days unless a concentrated effort is made for
conservation of aquatic resources especially the fish fauna which keeps
major concern because of its economic efficiency that address people’s
livelihood for almost 500 thousand populations in Nepal involved in capture
fishery. Capture fisheries contributes approximately 0.5% of total GDP which
is most likely to be contributed by native fishes.
The current degradation in native fish conservation might be challenging
not only to fish diversity but also impact over food security and income of
several million people dependent on fishing. Therefore, to ensure native fish
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Project Title- Promoting Local Fish Diversity in
Selected Lakes of Chitwan through Eco-system
based co-management Practices
Period- June 2018 to October 2021
Total Grant- NPR 5.34 million (US $ 49,993)
District- Chitwan
Covered Ward- Bharatpur -11

conservation significant improvement in law
enforcement with high level of wisdom is
prerequisite. However, successful fisheries
management is not simply the result of
applying rules and regulations, adoption
of community or cooperative based
conservation could be one of the best
approaches for fish restoration in the long
run.

Total Households Covered- 2500

Thus, the overall objective of this project
Ethnicity- Dalit: 125, Janjati: 975, Other: 1400
will be to conserve and protect fisheries
resources and their habitat through
sustainable mitigation and adaptation
measures with broader participation of local communities thereby enhancing
climate
In order to address the issue, a biodiversity project with focus on local
fish species was launched in Bharatpur municipality-11, Chitwan targeting
Tiger Lake and associated areas. The main objective of this project was
to conserve and protect fisheries resources and their habitat through
sustainable mitigation and adaptation measures thereby enhancing climate
resilience of fishing communities dependent on it. The programme was
targeted to improve fish stock in some of the lakes through management
measures, assessment of the fish diversity in different aquatic habitats and
to formulate the conservation plans in collaboration with local communities
especially the Community Forestry Users Group (CFUGs).
A total of 34 fish species have been identified from Tiger lake and associated
areas and these are displayed in a fish museum house established in
Gaikharka Tole of Bharatpur Municipality-11. Out of these species, 12 species
are found important as preferred fish from its consumption point of view, 11
species are important as ornamental fish, 3 species as commercial fish and
8 species as nutritional point of view. of the several small fishes which are
high in nutrient content compared to big fishes, Mara (Amblypharyngodon
mola) which contains high in Vitamin A profile has been found for the first
time in Rhino lake located at Bharatpur-12, one of the study sites. Similarly,
other nutrient rich species like Dedhuwa (Esomus danricus) and Pothi
(Puntius sophore) which are rich in iron, zinc and calcium respectively are
also adequately found in these lakes.
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Conservation of Indigenous Fish Bio-diversity
in East Rapti River Basin (ERB) through
CARP-SIS Poly culture
MDI received a small grant from UNDP GEF
Small Grants Programme of Nepal to promote
Carp-SIS polyculture in Makawanpur. This
project was implemented in Handikhola VDC
(Now under Manahari rural municipality-6)
in partnership with local Churiya Agricultural
Cooperative Ltd. This new project had a threepronged objectives; conserving local fish
species, improving family nutrition (particularly
with enhanced intake of vitamin A, protein, and
calcium) and raising family income by selling
big fishes like carps.
CARP-SIS polyculture system is relatively a new
technology developed by joint collaboration of
Bangladesh Agriculture University (BAU) and
World Fish Centre around 2000 in Bangladesh and later successfully tested
in Chitwan by the experts of the Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science
(IAAS), Rampur, Nepal in 2010-2012. This system combines cultivation of
Small Indigenous Species (SIS) mixed with some exotic carp species such
as bighead carps, silver carps, rohu, naini and mrigal (collectively called as
CARPs) through polyculture system and has potential of producing additional
10% higher productivity.
Carp-SIS integration piloted in Handikhola
VDC has been seen as one of the potential
alternative option for people dependent
on fishing. With this integration, they have
opportunity to sell carps for additional
income and SIS for family consumption
preventing them to swing for fishing in
rivers and streams in search of SIS. This
has reduced indiscriminate killing of SIS
and has ensured conservation of natural
SIS stocks in their habitats. Different studies
have already showed success story of SIS
polyculture through carp-SIS integration.
Now, there are numbers of ponds (300

Project Title- Conservation of Indigenous Fish Biodiversity in East Rapti River Basin (ERB) through
CARP-SIS Poly culture
Period- December 2012 to November 2014
Total Grant- NPR 2.24 million
District- Makawanpur
VDCs Covered- 2 VDC (Handikhola & Manahari)
Total No of Beneficiaries- 1897 (Male: 759,
Female: 1138)
Ethnicity- Dalit: 66, Janjati: 1540, Other: 291
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ponds) mixed with local species and exotic
carps around Masinekhola and Thadokhola
corridor and more than 150 farmers are
involved in it. The preliminary results are
outstanding. People have started selling
carps worth of more than NPR 2 million
annually. Similarly, annual intake of local
species (SIS) has dramatically increased at
household level. In addition, SIS populations
are starting to show sign of recovery in
rivers and streams even with this short cycle
of experiments. The positive changes have
already been acknowledged by the local
communities and their perception about SIS
conservation has become widened.

Country Program Landscape Strategy for
Community Development and Knowledge
Management (COMDEKS)
SATOYAMA Initiative
SATO in Japanese language means arable and livable landscape, and
YAMA means hill/mountain land. It refers to the management of forests by
local agricultural communities. More recently, SATOYAMA has been defined
not only as the mixed community forest but also as the entire landscapes
that are used for agriculture. Any activity done in the spirit of SATOYAMA is
called the SATOYAMA Initiative (SI).
Now this concept has been widely recognized throughout the globe and
internationally famous institutions like UN and other agencies have endorsed
the concept and allocated funding.
SI is considered to be a useful tool to better understand and support humaninfluenced natural environments for the benefit of biodiversity and human
well-being”
SI-based Community Development and Knowledge Management (COMDEKS)
project has been planned to be implemented in 11 countries of the world
including Nepal. Nepal was selected for piloting the SI-based COMDEKS
project in 10 VDCs of the North Western part of Makawanpur district. The 10
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selected VDCs were Dandakharka, Bharta,
Handikhola, Kankada, Kalikatar, Manahari,
Khairang, Raksirang, Sarikhet and Namtar.
Therefore, all these 10 VDCs were selected
for carrying out the baseline survey.

Project Title- Country Program Landscape
Strategy for Community Development and
Knowledge Management (COMDEKS)
Period- May 2012 to July 2012
Total Grant- NPR 1.95 million

From the survey it was found that;
There has been wider variance of average
scores in the indicators of Ecosystem
Protection and Maintenance of BioDiversity and Agriculture Biodiversity.
Hence, these could be the intervention
areas for the Satoyama Initiatives.

District- Makawanpur
Target VDCs- 10 VDCs (Handikhola, Raksirang,
Kankada, Manahari, Bharta, Dandakharka,
Khairang, Kalikatar, Namtar and Sarikhet)
Baseline Assessment- 200 HHs (Male: 158 &
Female: 42)

The land use change in the topographical map produced by Survey
Department (1992) and the Updated map using Google Earth, 2012
showed the decline in forest land and increase in cultivated area.
Based on available data collected during the baseline study on rainfall
(Daman, Rajaiya and Beluwa stations) and temperature (Daman station)
for a 15 year period from 1996 to 2010, the analysis showed that the
rainfall is in a decreasing trend (1.6 to 3.7 mm per year) while minimum
temperature is increasing at a rate of 0.2 percent per year. This shows
that the climate change effects have already begun to manifest in the
target landscapes.
While the general finding is that the people of the areas were among the
poorest in Nepal practicing one of the most inefficient farming practices
of slash and burn (slash and burn agriculture). But, the practice has been
changing speedily, with MDI intervention to a large extent including that
with support from UNDP GEF-SGP.

Mitigation of the effects of Carbon dioxide
(CO2) and other greenhouse gases by
controlling slash & burn practices
Slash and burn or shifting cultivation is an age old rotational agro-forestry
practice adopted mostly by indigenous people in many parts of the world. In
Nepal also, it is a dominant farming practice in many hilly districts. Under this
practice, a parcel of land is cultivated for a short period and then left fallow
for several years so that the soil health is sufficiently restored for next cycle.
Contribution in Social Transformation, Livelihood Promotion and Environmental Conservation in Rural Society of Nepal
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The system in Nepal, and perhaps
elsewhere also, fared reasonably well until
the population pressure on the land was
low. Now that there is high and growing
pressure of population on land, it is rapidly
becoming unsustainable.
This practice in Nepal is mostly adopted by
poor and indigenous communities. In the
proposed project are, mostly Chepangs and
Tamangs are in it. They are regarded as the
most marginalized and resource poor group
in Nepal. They inhabit in the remote and
dodgy contours. Their tiny land holdings
(less than one hectare) provide no more than
3 to 6 months of food security. High food
insecurity, low female literacy, low access
to basic social services, high population
density on fragile natural resource base
and recurrent natural disasters like famine
and floods are the common poverty
induced ailments in the area.. Due to lack
of knowledge and resources, they adopted
a sort of negative coping by gradually
reducing the cultivation cycle from 1520 years to just 3-4 years and even less,
consequently inviting serious soil erosion
problems affecting not only themselves but
also those in the downstream.

Project Title- Mitigation of the effects of Carbon
dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases by
controlling slash & burn practices (June 2004 to
February 2007) Renaissance of Khoriya Farming
(March 2009 to February 2011)
Total Grant- NPR 6.00 million
District- Makawanpur
VDCs Covered- 6 VDCs (Raksirang, Kankanda,
Handikhola, Bharta, Manahari & Dahakhani
(Chitwan)
Total Households Covered- 2293 HHs (Male: 1540
& Female: 753)
Ethnicity- Dalit: 160, Janajati: 1927, Other: 206
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The major issue at hand, therefore, is how
to meet the growing food and income
requirement of the households in these
areas who have been living in destitute with
seemingly lesser hope for the future. The
win-win option is the Sloping Agriculture
Land Technology (SALT) exactly proposed
for such areas after a thorough field research
throughout the globe. The technologies
under SALT are found to be effective in
conserving soil and water, enhancing soil
fertility and increasing crop production. They
need appropriate knowledge and resource
support to adopt these technologies.

20 Years of MDI in Nepal (2001-2021)

In two consecutive periods from 2004-2007
and 2009-2011, MDI Nepal initiated this
effort to improve shifting cultivation blocks
following SALT by involving local people,
Chepangs and Tamangs in northwestern
Makawanpur. With active participation of
these communities, the project decided to
introduce agro-forestry by planting banana,
pineapple, NTFPs and other fodder trees.
During the first phase some 400,000 plants
of different fruits and fodder species planted
in such nude khoriya lands. This gave them
a dividend benefit. They were able to sell
banana, pineapples etc. The new initiative
appealed the local people but the resource
was tiny to make considerable dent in terms
of area and household coverage. Later in 2008 UNDP GEF Small Grants
programme further supported this initiative. Additional resources were
mustered through World Food Programme (WFP) under food for work
programme. This collaborative effort resulted in planting more than 9.6
million plants of different fruits (banana, pineapples, citrus etc), fodders,
NTFPs (Amriso) etc. covering almost 5000 ha. of shifting cultivation blocks
(Khoriya lands).
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Poverty Alleviation Fund
(PAF)

Vegetable
farming
flourishes after
rural road
construction in
Kailash Rural
Municipality,
Dumsikharka
village of
Makawanpur

Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) was established in 2003 as a special and
targeted programme to bring the excluded communities in the mainstream of
development, by involving the poor and disadvantaged groups themselves
in the driving seat of development efforts. So, PAF seeks to improve living
conditions, livelihoods and empowerment among the rural poor, with
particular attention to groups that have traditionally been excluded by
reasons of gender, ethnicity, caste and location.
In Makawanpur, MDI as partner organization for PAF started working since
2005. A number of projects implemented with the financial supports of PAF
at different times. These include;
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Infrastructure development activity
(INFRAs)
Drinking Water Supply/MUS (Nos.)
Micro Hydro/ Pletrict Set (Nos.)
Rural Road (km)
Collection Center (Nos.)
Small Scale Irrigation (Nos.)
Coverage of INFRAs Cos

31
7
19.20
1
3
46

Income generating activities (IGAs)
Banana Plantation (Nos.)
Broomgrass Plantation (Nos.)
Citrus Plantation (Nos.)
Fruits Plantation (Nos.)
Pineapple Plantation (Nos.)
Fodders Plantation (Nos.)
Coverage Area (Ha.)
Community Fish Pond (Nos.)
Coverage of IGAs Cos

120975
1016146
16529
9476
17384
36141
279
10
60

Project Title- Infrastructure for income Generation
(INFRIN) to uplift Livelihood of Tribal Families in
Makawanpur
Period- February 2005 to April 2018
Total Grant- NPR 59.18 million (PO NPR 11.18
million and COs: NPR 48.00 million)
District- Makawanpur
VDC Covered- 11 VDCs (Manahari, Raksirang,
Sarikhet, Bharta, Kankada, Kalikatar, Handikhola,
Khairang, Dandakharka, Agra and Gogane)
Total Households Covered- 3816 HHs (Male: 1929
& Female: 1887)
Ethnicity- Dalit- 249, Janajati: 3339, Other: 228
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FAO Telefood Projects
Two projects were implemented under the FAO telefood project. These
include;

Goat raising for disadvantaged Chepang and
Tamang communities in northwest Makawanpur
Project Title- Advancing women's skill on polyhouse
technology for off-season vegetable product
Period- March 2012 to 14 May 2012
Total Grant- NPR 1.47 million
District- Makawanpur
VDCs Covered- 3 (Agra, Handikhola & Manahari)
Total Households Covered- 67 HHs (Female: 67)
Ethnicity- Dalit- 2, Janajati: 65, Other: 0

This phase was mainly concentrated for
supporting goat with focus on women
members. Each households were selected
based on the poverty rank and they were
given 3 adult goats per person. Altogether,
620 Goats & Buck were distributed serving
200 households of Devitar, Niguretar,
Thadechuri and Rupachuri village of
Makawanpur. Training and required support
on goat shed construction was also provided
by this project.

Advancing women’s skill on polyhouse technology
for off-season vegetable product
Polyhouse vegetable farming is one of the unique technologies having
distinct feature that provides warm condition for the crops from the harsh
cold condition that prevails in the open lands of the mountain. This was
demonstrated in Dandabas of Agra VDC located at 2000 m altitude where
tomato farming during colder season is almost impossible. Mr. Iman Singh
Thing was the first person demonstrated the tomato farming under polyhouse
tunnel successfully and sold 800 kg tomato first time in the village. Mr. Thing
sold tomatoes at decent rate of NPR 45-80 per kilogram. Inspired by the
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Thing’s feat, 45 other households of the village have also initiated to ride
on their luck with this amazing technology with support from FAO telefood
project. All tunnel owners of the Dandabas village have collectively sold
tomatoes up to NPR 2.5 million grown inside the tunnel.

Support to mitigate negative effects of
soaring food prices on local rural population
of Udayapur districts of Nepal
This project was launched in 32 VDCs of
Udayapur (mostly hilly areas) targeting 18565
families from most vulnerable communities who
were hardly hit by the previous years (2008/09)
longest drought. The support schemes include
distribution of improved seed kits especially
vegetables, paddy, maize, wheat and lentil
and potato. The project has also emphasized
distribution of small animals like goats and pigs
to those households having land holding less
than 0.75 ha.
MDI accomplished full responsibility for the
receipt, storage, handling and management of
commodities received from FAO and the same
handed over to the respective beneficiaries.
During the period MDI received and distributed 935.116 MT of seeds and
fertilizers of different crops including maize: 48.177 MT, composite vegetable
Contribution in Social Transformation, Livelihood Promotion and Environmental Conservation in Rural Society of Nepal
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package: 3.694 MT (32118 packets), Lentil: 16.059 MT, paddy: 160.590
MT, wheat: 192.708 MT and Fertilizers: 513.888 MT. Besides improved
seeds and fertilizer, technical trainings were also conducted to provide
technical backstopping to beneficiaries. Altogether 4733 households
were provided goat management, vegetable farming, 16 weeks long
season trainings and 8 weeks trainings in two cropping seasons
introducing technologies like SRI in paddy and IPM in vegetable crops.
Process of livestock distribution started from local procurement by
suppliers, selection of suitable breeding livestock by DLSO staffs,
tagging, vaccination and drenching was done before handing over to
beneficiaries. 8020 female goats and
267 bucks are distributed to 2005
Project Title- Support to mitigate negative effects
households, each households getting
of soaring food prices on local rural population
4 female goats and required number of
Period- March 2010 to June 2011
bucks in their groups. While 1051 piglets
were distributed to 501 households each
Total Grant- NPR 28.56 million
getting 2 piglets and required number
District- Udayapur
of breeding male in their groups. District
level TOT was organized for DLSO
VDCs Covered- 32 VDCs
staffs, Village Animal Health Workers
Total Households Covered- 18565 (Male: 14932 &
(VAHW) and project staffs which trained
Female: 3633)
44 technicians. These technicians then,
Ethnicity- Dalit: 2261, Janajati: 12424, Other: 3880
conducted village level trainings.
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Royal Danish Embassy
(DANIDA)

Building Livelihood and Improving Nutrition
of Women and Children in Udaypur District
of Nepal (2010-2012)
This is the third project supported by The
Embassy of Denmark. The overall goal of
this programme was to build an integrated
food security, livelihood and nutrition model
in food-insecure households to improve the
nutrition status of children under five year old
and women in Udayapur district with special
focus in increasing year round availability
and accessibility of micronutrient-rich foods,
improve essential nutrition knowledge and
practices including nutritional status of women
and children, generate additional income for
families through sale of surplus produce from
village model farms and homestead garden
and empower women through education for
improved nutrition and agricultural practices.
The programme was implemented since
September 2010 to June 2012.

Project Title- Building Livelihood and Improving
Nutrition of Women and Children
Period- 2010-2012
Total Grant- NPR 11.83 million
District- Udayapur
VDC Covered- 7 VDCs
Total No of Beneficiaries- 3500 (Male: 2205,

This project was launched in 7 food insecure
Female: 1295)
VDCs of Udaypur namely Nametar, Bhuttar,
Ethnicity- Dalit: 368, Janajati: 1847, Other: 1285
Jante, Laphagaon, Baraha, Pokhari & Anptar
over a period of 24 months. These foodsinsecure VDCs were identified by WFP in consultation with the District Food
Security Network (DFSN). In total 3,500 food-insecure households were
covered under project support. In response to this, WFPs food/cash for work
activities through its Relief and Recovery Operations (PRRO) was harmonized
together in order to enhance its effectiveness for developing various
infrastructure development works like community irrigations and rural roads.
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Improving Food Security and Livelihood of Tribal
Poor in Northwest Makawanpur (December 2002 to
November 2005 and June 2006 to May 2008)
These are the two consecutive projects
supported by The Royal Danish Embassy
(Danida) targeting the most vulnerable
communities Chepang and Tamang in north
west Makawanpur was launched in 11 VDCs
of northwest Makawanpur during 2002 and
2006. The main purpose of this project
was to improve livelihood giving due focus
on infrastructure development, income
generation and capacity development.
The major components planned under
these projects were developing community
irrigation systems with integration of high
value cash crops, developing drinking water
facilities, microfinance institutions, improve
rural roads in connection with WFPs
food for work programmes and capacity
development of tribal communities.

Project Title- Improving Food Security & Livelihood
of Tribal Poor in Northwest Makawanpur
Period- Dec. 2002-Nov. 2005 & Jun 2006-May 2008
Total Grant- NPR 29.24 million
District- Makawanpur
VDC Covered- 11 VDCs
Total No of Beneficiaries- 5279 (M- 2692 F- 2587)
Ethnicity- Dalit- 317 Janajati: 4487, Other: 475
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A number of community infrastructures
such as irrigations, rural roads, drinking
water facilities developed during this period.
Similarly, number of self-help groups formed
at the grass root level and involved in saving
and credit operations. This is perhaps the first
project in northwest Makawanpur giving due
focus on Chepang communities to improve
their livelihood. A number of social mobilizers
were recruited from the local level and were
trained to carry out the component activities
at grass root level. They worked until two
consecutive period from 2002 to 2006 and
involved in rigorous social works at their own
village. This may be the reason that most of
them have been elected as ward chairman
and municipal chair as well because of their
due recognition of their work while working
as social mobilizer with this project.
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World Wildlife Fund- Nepal
(WWF-Nepal)

Developing and Promoting Alternative
Livelihood Options in Indrawati Sub Basin
WWF/WECS initiative on the exploration
Project Title- Developing and Promoting
and promotion of alternative livelihood
Alternative Livelihood Options in Indrawati Sub
options for the deprived communities in
Basin
Indrawati basin is a modest move towards
Period- 16 May 2011 to 8 June 2012
the development. The overall objective
Total Grant- NPR 2.39 million
was to develop and promote alternative
livelihood-based options in Indrawati Sub
District- Kathmandu, Kavre & Sindupalchowk
Basin with focusing on high value crops
VDC Covered- 55 VDCs (Kavre: 14,
(HVC), Non Timber Forest Products (NTFPs)
Sindhupalchowk: 38 & Kathmandu: 3)
and Livestock. A tributary of the Sunkoshi
Total Households covered- 455 HHs (Female:
river which in turn is the major tributary of the
221, Male: 234)
Koshi river, The Indrawati river basin passes
through the hills and low lying riverside
Ethnicity- Dalit: 45, Janajati: 64, Other: 346
plains of three districts- Sindhupalchowk,
Kavrepalanchok and Kathmandu and over
87 percent of the catchments area lies in Sindhupalchowk
district. Development and strengthening of local service
providers for supply of an agriculture inputs including
micro-irrigation technologies (MIT), establishment of market
promotion committee (MPC) and local collection centres for
easy marketing of agriculture produce, developing inventory
of potential NTFPs and promoting NTFP enterprises
through linkages with stakeholders and traders are the
strategic activities executed through this programme in
Sindupalchowk district.
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German Technical
Corporation (GIZ)
Economic Promotion, Social Mobilization and
Technical Support to RCIW
Rural
Community
and
Infrastructure Works (RCIW),
a multi partner project
implemented in northwest
Makwanpur, with WFP as a
donor agency and GTZ-RPN
as the lead TA, ideate to
improve the livelihood of the
deprived tribal communities;
building
institutions
of
targeted communities at
grass root level, improve
access
of
community
infrastructures such as
road, irrigation, promote
economic activities and
develop human capacities.
The
programme
was
implemented for the period of December, 2005 to May, 2006. MDI worked as
TA partner at the district level to support RCIW activities. Manahari-Rupachuri
rural road section (5 km) and Agra-Gogane rural road was constructed during
this period. Micro-project activities especially the fruit farming (banana, citrus,
pineapples etc.) were promoted around the road corridor as part of the income
generating activities during this period. Rural roads are now extended through
the municipal supports and banana, pineapples plants still can be seen around
these road corridors.
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Women members of northwest
Makawanpur on the way to sell
broomgrass (Amrisho) in Manahari
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MDI
EMPLOYEES
Employee by gender, race/ethnicity
and projects.
Since its establishment, a total of 722 staffs worked for
MDI Nepal at different times of which 197 staffs were
female and 525 staffs were male representing 27% and
73% respectively.
Out of the total 722 staffs, dalit represents the least i.e. 3%
(22 persons) followed by Janajti 43% (313 persons) and the
so called-higher cast i.e. Brahmin and Kshettri 54% (387
persons).

20 Years of MDI in Nepal (2001-2021)
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CURRENT STAFFS
IN MDI
We acknowledge a huge round of applause to our staffs for
their continuous effort in organizational development for
more than a decade in MDI. We appreciate them because
they worked for MDI sometimes with salary and many
times without salary. We understand that NGOs are donors
driven and heavily rely on donor’s grants for continuous
functioning. However, donor retention is a major challenge
where majority of the donor leave after their first gift that
results in occurrence of a gap and for any non-profit NGO,
staff retention during such gap is exigent. We felt that
dedication and motivation of our staffs remained always
in priority more than salary expectations or other facilities.
This is perhaps exceptional getting such energized and
committed staffs. It is an immense pleasure to have a team
like this committed to the vision and principles of working
together for better services.
Currently, MDI holds a total of 67 staffs working for different
projects mainly in Chitwan, Makawanpur, Jumla, Kalikot
and Dolpa districts (Annex-1).

20 Years of MDI in Nepal (2001-2021)

KHOP NARAYAN SHRESTHA
Executive Director

Mr. Shrestha has been working as Executive Director of the MDI
Nepal at different times. He is also the founder chairperson of MDI
Nepal. He has received his graduate degree in Agriculture (B.Sc.
Agric.) in 1982 from Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science
(IAAS), Rampur, Nepal and M.Sc. fisheries (Aquaculture) in 2015 from
Agriculture and Forestry University (AFU), Rampur, Nepal.
After graduation, he started his carrier as a Vocational (Horticulture)
Teacher in Bheemodaya High School, Aarughat, Gorkha from 19831984. He then Joined Department of Agriculture, Government of
Nepal and worked as Agriculture Officer (Agronomist) in Parsa and
Dhanusha district from 1984-1986 respectively. He joined Agricultural
Development Bank of Nepal in 1986 as Loan Officer and worked
in central office and district offices (Chitwan & Parsa) for almost 10
years until 1996. Then, he started his carrier in NGOs. He founded
MDI Nepal in 2001 and continuously engaged with this organization
thereafter.
He possesses a good deal of knowledge on people and resources. He
has acquired substantial experience in improving crop productivity
of rain-fed lands applying proven form of Sloping Agriculture Land
Technology (SALT). In addition, he has been involved in promoting
number of innovative aquaculture systems, preferably recirculating
Aquaponics systems, breeding of common carp at high altitude
and efficient water acquisition and application technologies such
as water harvesting pond, infiltration galleries, drip and sprinklers
using scarcest water resources of the area. He is active in promoting
responsible agroforestry systems in the degraded lands affected
primarily through slash and burn practices in sloping hills of Nepal.
Mr. Shrestha has been involved as an expert for different research
studies in addition of his regular works in MDI. He has applied this
combination of practical and academic experience to a variety of
organizations in Nepal particularly UNDP, IFAD, World Bank, ADB,
WWF and others in designing appropriate agricultural and forestry
projects in uplands and is largely recognized by these organizations.
Under his leadership, MDI-Nepal has received number of national and
international awards in recognition of the most innovative, ground
breaking and sustainable grassroots environmental initiatives.
He has visited number of countries especially Thailand, Cambodia,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, Philippines,
Germany, Kenya, India, Australia and South Korea to attend training
and seminars. Mr. Shrestha attended the UNEP 26th Governing
Council/Ministerial Environment Forum held from February 21 to 25,
2011 in Nairobi, Kenya to receive “UNEP-Sasakawa Prize 2010-2011”
(US $ 100, 000) as co-winner from his organization.
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RAHUL RANJAN
Advisor in MDI Nepal
Assistant Professor in Fishery Department, Agriculture and Forestry University, Rampur, Chitwan

Mr. Ranjan is a young and native resident of Rajbiraj from Saptari
district. He was born (11 September 1986) in this small city, Rajbiraj
which is very much popular with respect to Maithili culture of Terai
region of Nepal. He completed his M.Sc. Zoology from Tribhuvan
University (TU), Nepal in 2010. After completion of his study, he
came to Chitwan and established a fish farm in partnership with
some young and energetic fellows in Shankarchok of Chitrawan
Municipality. He worked almost 4 years in the farm as Farm
Manager producing various species of food fishes for sales.
Through his works on this farm, he has acquired substantial
experiences in improving fish productivity applying proven form
of culture methods. In 2013, he came in contact with Agriculture
and Forestry University (AFU) of Rampur which is located near
to his farm. He joined the AFU for the study of M.Sc. Fisheries
(Aquaculture) in 2013 and completed his second master degree in
2015. Mr. Ranjan is the topper and gold medalist of his batch 2015
in the university. After completion of this degree, he worked for two
years as Research Assistant in AFU under Aqua Fish Innovation
Lab Project funded by USAID.
Presently, he is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Aquatic
Resources, AFU, Rampur, Chitwan, Nepal. In addition to his regular
works in AFU, Mr. Ranjan has been involved as an expert for different
research studies, particularly in fish biodiversity projects. He has
applied this combination of practical and academic experiences to a
variety of organizations in Nepal particularly USAID, MDI Nepal and
some local organizations in designing appropriate fish biodiversity
research works and aquaculture projects funded by different
national and international organizations. He has written several
scientific research papers related to aquaculture and fisheries,
which have been published in various reputed journals and also
presented various research findings in seminars and workshops.
In addition, he is the author of 3 academic and scholarly books. He
holds an executive position in Nepal Fishery Society (NEFIS) and is
on the editorial board of NJAF.
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TOP BAHADUR SHAHI
Central Programme Coordinator

Mr. Shahi represent from Dailekh district. He worked for SAPPROS
Nepal in Dailekh Programme (CECI/Mard) from 1996 to 1997. Mr.
Shahi started his carrier as Secretary in Jana Sebak Saving and
Credit Cooperative Ltd. developed through the support of CECI/
MARD project in Dailekh. This cooperative has now become one of
the largest cooperatives in Dailekh district serving 2000 Members
and making an annual turnover of NPR 100 million. It has its own
office in Gurans Rural Municipality-4, Ghodabas in Dailekh.
Mr. Shahi initially worked in Dailekh in Dandaparajul VDC as Field
Supervisor. He then transferred to SAPPROS Makawanpur and
worked as Field Supervisor in Handikhola VDC since 1998. After
phase out of the SAPPROS project in Makawanpur in 2001, MDI was
established and Mr. Shahi continued his work with MDI thereafter.
Mr. Shahi is one of the founder member of MDI Nepal.
In MDI, he has acquired substantial knowledge and experiences
working in different sectors since 2002. He worked as Field
Supervisor from 2008 to 2009, as ITSH officer from 2010 to 2012
and as Regional Manager from 2013 to 2016. Currently, Mr. Shahi is
responsible for managing overall programme activities of MDI Nepal.
He is also responsible for making required contacts and coordination
with different donor agencies in Nepal. Mr. Shahi is graduate in Arts.

SANJU JOSHI
Finance Controller

Mr. Joshi is a permanent resident of Hetauda-9, Makwanpur. He
started his carrier in MDI during 2006 as Account Officer for Danida
supported project in Makawanpur. He then worked as Finance officer
Udaypur, Kavrepalanchowk and MDI regional office Nepalgunj for
different projects supported mainly by WFP. He is currently based in
MDI central office and is responsible for overall finance control. He
holds Master’s degree in Business Studies.
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SAGAR SHRESTHA
Admin & Finance Officer

Mr. Shrestha has been working at MDI for 13 years. He started
his carrier in MDI during 2009 as Account Officer and worked in
several districts mainly in Makawanpur and Udaypur. He holds
Master’s Degree in management and Sociology. He is currently
taking responsibility as an Office In-charge (office secretary) for
MDI main office, Hetauda.

RAJAN LAMICHHANE
Logistic/Finance Officer

Mr. Lamichhane started his carrier in MDI in 2004 as Programme
Assistant and later worked as Accountant in MDI central office,
Hetaunda, Makawanpur. He then worked as Finance Officer
under various projects supported by in European Union/Food
and Agriculture Organization and World Food Programme in
Udayapur, Dailekh Sindhupalchowk and Nepalgunj from 2010
to 2017. Currently, Mr. Lamichhane is working as Logistic and
Finance Officer in the central office for the Mother and Child
Health and Nutrition Programme (MCHN) supported by World
Food Programme in Jumla, Kalikot and Dolpa districts. He holds
rich experiences of 17 years in project management in MDI. He is
a graduate in management. He has also been assigned as Farm
In-charge of Bhandara Fish Farm and is responsible for the day-to
day management and supervision of the farm.
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NAVIN SUBEDI
Field Officer

Mr. Subedi is from Manahari, Makawanpur. He started his carrier
in MDI since 2002 as Field Supervisor in one of the remote VDC,
Kalikatar of north western Makawanpur. The time he was assigned
in Kalikatar was the peak period of armed conflicts. He worked
hardly amidst such brutal and armed conflict period while working
in his workplace, Kalikatar. Kalikatar, being remote part of the
district, is one of the highly affected areas. He faced number of
challenges while launching the development programmes in the
communities. He made successful coordination even with rebellion
groups and launched the programmes at community level. I was
successful because most of the combatants were my school
friends and this made me easy to make better coordination with
the rebellion groups, says Mr. Subedi. He is intermediate in his
academic carrier and is currently responsible for monitoring of
field activities in Makawapur and maintain public relations with
communities and concerned stakeholders.

PUJA KARKI
Monitoring and Reporting Officer

Ms. Karki is graduate in public health. She joined MDI in March
2021 as ‘Monitoring and Reporting Officer’ for Mother and Child
Health and Nutrition (MCHN) programme supported by World
Food Programme. As a M & R officer she has been involved in
planning of MCHN activities, monitoring of on-going programmes
at the district level and reporting to MDI senior management and
World Food Programme based on field progress. Ms. Karki deeply
believe that public health promotes and protects the health of
people and their communities and prevent people from getting
sick. I realize that the MCHN is such a public health programme by
which vulnerable child and mothers get an opportunity to improve
health and nutrition through education and supplementary nutrient
rich food. I am very happy working with MDI team and feeling so
comfortable with the team. This is perhaps the great satisfaction
in my six years of carrier move to work creatively within a team
setting of MDI while learning new skills as well.
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MENDOMAYA GOLE
Messenger

Ms. Gole is the permanent resident of Phaparbari village of east
Makawanpur. Later, she migrated in Hetaunda with her baby son.
Her husband was expired 18 years ago when her baby was at
the age of 9. She started living in Hetaunda and taking care of
her child working in carpet factory. In 2013, she joined MDI and
working continuously as ‘Helper’ in the central office, Hetaunda. As
a helper, she is responsible for sanitary of office premises, helping
in computer works in printing and safe handling of equipment/
materials, maintain hospitality for the guests and office staffs. She
holds adorable traits of warm personality and good communication
skills which has always been her asset in execution of the day-today work in the office she is assigned for.

RAGHUBIR THAPA
District Health and Nutrition Coordinator, Dolpa

Mr. Thapa is the permanent residence of Surnaya Rural
Municipality-1, Baitadi. He worked for more than 4 years as
teacher in a boarding school in Mahendranagar. He joined MDI in
2011 and worked as Field Monitor in Khotang, Dailekh and Jumla
under RCIW, PRRO and MCHN programme from 2011 to 2015. He
is an honest and diligent staff and performed satisfactory works
during his entire assignments in MDI. He then promoted as District
Coordinator and is currently working in the capacity of District
Health and Nutrition Coordinator in Dolpa district under Mother
and Child Health and Nutrition (MCHN) programme supported
by World Food Programme. Mr. Thapa worked several years as
District Coordinator in MCHN programme in remote areas of Jumla
and in Dolpa. During this period, he has been in association with
hundreds of mothers and children and has closely observed their
health situation. He believes that MCHN programme is the core
programme needed for mothers and child that provide adequate
nutritious diets and improved nutritional care for all children and
mothers. He enjoys working with the communities, preferably of
remote areas, who are really in a dire need of such programmes.
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NABARAJ RAWAL
District Health and Nutrition Coordinator, Jumla

Mr. Rawal is from Jumla district of Karnali province. He was
born in Jumla and grown up there. He holds Bachelor degree
in education (B.Ed) with health as major subjects. He possesses
a diverse professional experiences of 19 years working mainly
in different projects like Karnali Technical School, World Vision
Nepal, Nepal Family Health Programme-2 and USAID and UNICEF
funding project in District Health Office, Jumla. He joined MDI in
2015 and working as District Health and Nutrition Coordinator in
Jumla district under Mother and Child Health and Nutrition (MCHN)
programme supported by World Food Programme of Nepal.

SUSHMA CHHETRI
District Health and Nutrition Coordinator, Kalikot

Ms. Chhetri is working with MDI Nepal since March 2021 in the
capacity of District Health and Nutrition Coordinator based in
Kalikot district under Mother and Child Health Nutrition Programme
supported by World Food Programme of Nepal. She holds a
bachelor degree in Public Health from Chitwan Medical College
(CMC), Chitwan. MDI, perhaps, happens to be her first career
exposure in her life. Born and brought up from the western region,
Butwal with dynamic personality and enthusiastic nature of her
to serve in the most remote places of Nepal, has landed her to
be a district coordinator in Kalikot to serve mothers and child in
nutrition sector in such remote areas of Nepal. Keep liaison with
the various line agencies and stakeholders, logistics management,
smooth regulation of MCHN activities and timely reporting as
per the guidelines of the central office comes under the major
responsibility of her. She says, “I am looking forward to exercise
my academic knowledge and skills into the area of my work and
to grow personally and professionally to advance my career
opportunities in public health sector and make this opportunity an
enriching experience in terms of learning.”
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HEM SHANKAR LAL KARN
Admin/Finance and SBCC Assistant, Jumla
Mr. Karn is a permanent resident of Rajbiraj, Saptari. He started
his carrier in MDI in 2009. He has worked as a Programme and
Finance Assistant mainly in Udayapur and Nepalgunj. Since 2014,
he has been working in Jumla district as Finance and SBCC
Assistant under Mother and Child Health and Nutrition Programme
(MCHN) supported by UNWFP. He holds PCL in Management and
is pursuing Bachelor’s Degree in Business Studies (BBS).

NARENDRA BAHADUR SHAHI
Documentation and Reporting Officer, Kalikot
Mr. Shahi has been working in MDI for 11 years. He started his carrier
in MDI in 2010 as Junior Technical Assistant (JTA) in Udayapur
district. From 2012 to 2020 he has worked as Field Monitor in
Dailekh, EDP in-charge in Dolpa and SBCC Assistant in Kalikot
district under PRRO, RCIW and MCHN programme respectively
funded by WFP. He is currently working as a Documentation and
Reporting Officer under the LERP/CfA programme in Kalikot. He
has good skills in social mobilization. Mr. Shahi is graduate in Arts.

KISMAT GURUNG
EDP In-charge, Jumla
Mr. Gurung started his carrier in MDI during 2018 as EDP In-charge
in Jumla district under MCHN programme supported by UNWFP.
He has studied Intermediate in Science.
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NARAHARI BANIYA
EDP In-charge, Dolpa
Mr. Baniya has been working at MDI for 13 years. He started his
carrier in MDI during 2009 as EDP Assistant in Udayapur district.
From 2012 to 2018 he has worked as Field Monitor and EDP In
charge in Rukum, Kalikot and Jumla districts under PRRO, RCIW
and MCHN programme respectively funded by WFP. From 2019,
for Dolpa
he is working as EDP in-charge in Rukum, Radijula EDP

district under MCHN programme. He has studied 10+2 in Arts.

TILAK KHADKA
EDP In-charge, Kalikot
Mr. Khadka is from Dungeshwor RM, Dailekh. He has been working
in MDI for 10 years. He started his carrier in MDI during 2012 as
EDP Assistant in Dailekh district under PRRO programme. He has
been the EDP Assistant and In-Charge in various UNWFP funded
programmes in Kalikot and Jumla districts and is currently the EDP
in-charge for Kalikot district under the MCHN programme. He has
studied 10+2 in Arts.

RAM KRISHNA PRAJA
Community Mobilizer
Mr. Praja is from Raksirang, Makawanpur. He started his carrier
in MDI since 2002 as Social Mobilizer in one of the remote VDC,
Raksirang, Makawanpur. He is currently working as a Community
Mobilizer under the MCHN programme in Jumla district. He has
studied up to SLC.
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OVERALL
PROJECT FUNDING
(YEARWISE)
In overall, MDI made a total investment of
NPR 544.32 million through different projects
of which the WFP shares the highest amount
equivalent to NPR 392.03 million (72.02%).
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PROJECT FUNDING (NPR in Million)
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SOCIAL
TRANSFORMATION
From the grassroots to the
corridors of power

These two gentlemen below previously worked with MDI
as catalysts- community mobilizers at the grass root level
until 2012 for almost 7 years. They are the ones who started
the ball rolling on the actions that the group decided to
implement various rural infrastructures (such as rural road,
community irrigation schemes, drinking water schemes)
and income generating programmes on agriculture,
forestry, high value cash crops, agroforestry, livestock and
fishery programmes supported by MDI. They worked fairly
respecting the dignity of community and helped sustain
their efforts. These values and beliefs in turn enabled them
to stay committed in social work and continued their effort
even after the MDI phase. Ultimately, this gave them an
advantage over their work. They won the admiration from
the people to whom they had worked earlier. Both of them
contested the general election for ward chairman in their
respective constituency held on 14 May 2017 and won the
election with majority of votes.

20 Years of MDI in Nepal (2001-2021)

Mr. Ram Krishna Praja
Ward Chairman
Raksirang Rural Municipality-8, Makawanpur

Ram Krishna Praja belongs to a peculiar Chepang
Communities of northwest Makawanpur where majority
of Chepang community lives. The national consensus of
2011 shows a total population of 70 thousands of whom
52 thousand lives in the rugged ridges of the Mahabharat
range of northwestern Makawanpur of central Nepal.
Few more populations are disbursed in hilly areas of Gorkha,
Dhading and Chitwan. There are no other districts holding
this peculiar communities in Nepal.
Mr. Praja was born on 26 September 1980 (10 Aswin 2037) in
a small village of Kankada in Devitar village of Makawanpur
district located in northwest Makawanpur. Now the place
is merged under Raksirang Rural Municipality ward # 8.
He is now the present ward chairman of Raksirang Rural
Municipality ward # 8 representing Nepali Congress party.
Remembering his childhood days, he was confronted with
many difficulties and obstacles filled with harsh realities
of life and painful toil. In fact, Chepang communities are
semi-nomadic forest dwellers depending on slash and burn
farming. They have now begun to slowly shift from a seminomadic (slash-and-burn) lifestyle to a more settled way of
life, relying increasingly upon the production of permanent
fields of maize, millet and bananas. The severe topography,
however, has made permanent farming difficult and usually
insufficient, and the forest has remained an important source
of food for the Chepang. Historically, the collection of wild
yams and tubers, fish caught from nearby rivers, bats and
wild birds, and periodically wild deer hunted from nearby
forests, have supplemented their food need.
Mr. Praja is the third child born to Indra Bahadur Praja
(father) and Kanchhi Maya Praja (mother). Mr. Praja comes
from a family of typical chepang origins living on the edge.

Born
26 September 1980
(10 Aswin 2037)
Place of Birth
Devitar, Kankada
Father’s Name
Mr. Indra Bahadur Praja
Mother’s Name
Ms. Kanchhi Maya Praja
Siblings
Mr. Ati Nath Praja, Mr. Indra
Kumar Praja, Mr. Nir Shankar
Praja, Mr. Ambar Bahadur
Praja, Mr. Hari Shankar
Praja, Ms. Chakra Maya
Praja, Ms. Maisiro Praja
Ms. Marfa Maya Praja, Ms.
Machandro Praja, Ms. Gopini
Praja, Ms. Indra Maya Praja
and Ms. Rupa Praja
Spouse Name
Ms. Urmila Praja
Education
SLC – 1995 (2052 B.S) from
SLC board, Nepal
Political Party
Nepali Congress Party
Profession
Politician
Ward Chairman of
Raksirang Rural Municipality
Since 21 May 2017 (7Jestha
2074)
Favourite Leaders
B.P. Koirala, Ganesh Man
Singh, Sekhar Koirala and
Gagan Thapa
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The entire family lived in a small single storey thatched house which was
approximately 30 feet by 15 feet.
Because of his economic condition, he could not join higher education. But,
he transformed all the challenges into opportunities by sheer strength of
character and courage. He has passed SLC from his local school in 1995
(2052 B.S.). In 2002 (2059 B.S.) he joined MDI Nepal, an NGO working in
his village, and worked as Social Mobilizer in the community. He worked
for almost 7 years with MDI in his village. During this period, he got an
opportunity to get fully acquainted with the communities and confronted all
the bullets in this battle of life through various development works.
Once he has taken a step forward he never looks back. He refuses to
drop out or be defeated. He joined political party (Nepali Congress) as a
member in 2009 (2066 B.S.) and entered mainstream politics. He started
working with the party, with a stern focus on the socio-cultural development
of his community which imbibed in him the spirit of selflessness, social
responsibility and dedication.
Within just a year, he was elevated to the rank of president of the party in
his constituency thereby member of the district committee. By this time, he
had already acquired a reputation in the party for being a highly efficient
organizer. He took the challenging task of making the party cadres with
right intent after which the party started gaining political mileage. He won
the local election from his party held on 2017 (2074 B.S.) and came to the
power as ward chairman.
Mr. Praja has now spent more than 4 years of his tenure as ward chairman.
During this period, he has launched various innovative schemes and
initiatives for the welfare of communities since he has assumed office as
ward chairman. He focuses on the dignity of labour and aims to take the
support of the underprivileged class. This has made him further popular. The
local government has achieved an unprecedented support in every sector
as a result of his initiatives.
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Mr. Surja Bahadur Thing
Ward Chairman
Kailash Rural Municipality-8, Makawanpur

Mr. Surja Bahadur Thing was born in a small village of Bharta,
(Now under Kailash Rural Municipality-8) on 25 January 1982
(12 Magh 2038)
The family belonged to the marginalized sections of
Tamang society and had to struggle to make ends meet.
The entire family lived in a small single storey house. He
could not receive any higher education because of lack
of any opportunities for the study in his village. In his early
years, He had to lent his hands for his father’s works who
had to work for others.
Though, he had no such higher education, he devoted his
non-academic life fully to social works. He worked as group
member and group chairman at the grass root level which
were formed in facilitation of different NGOs working in his
village.
He helped to form different groups in the village. He himself
involved in the group as member and served communities
through different developmental works.
Recognizing his hard effort in social works, he was chosen
as social mobilizer by MDI Nepal in 2007 (2064 B.S). He
was given to shoulder different responsibilities to mobilize
communities in different development works in Bharta
VDC. He worked with MDI for almost 6 years as social
mobilizer in Bharta VDC. During this tenure, he launched
various development programmes. He developed number
of social groups/cooperatives in the entire village as part
of mobilization process and launched various community
projects (irrigation, drinking water, rural road etc.) through
these groups. Of the various projects, Mr. Thing remembers
that agroforestry in hill slopes, especially in the dodgy
contour slopes called as ‘khoriya lands’ in local terms,

Born
25 January 1982
(12 Magh 2038)
Place of Birth
Kailash RM-8, Bharta, Angti
Father’s Name
Mr. Bude Thing
Mother’s Name
Ms. Bimala Maya Thing
Siblings
Mr. Pradip Thing &
Mr. Milan Thing
Spouse Name
Ms. Aasha Maya Thing
Education
Under SLC
Political Party
Nepali Communist Party (UML)
Profession
Politician
Ward Chairman of
Kailash Rural Municipality
Since 21 May 2017
(7Jestha 2074)
Favourite Leaders
Madan Bhandari,
Manmohan Adhikari &
K.P. Sharma Oli
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is found one of the most impressive schemes that has given benefits to
hyndreds of families in his village. People are still harvesting broomgrass
(amrisho), banana, lime, lemon, orange planted during that time 2009. Some
1.1 million plants of different species were planted throughout the area in
his leadership. All these activities made him popular among community
members.
Mr. Thing believes that social works are only the means to end deep rooted
poverty of our society. With this strong intention, Mr. Thing worked tirelessly
with the communities. He spent more than 18 years working in social affairs
in the village.
While continuing his effort, Mr. Thing emerged as an organizer exemplar
with his organizing skills. He formally involved in mainstream politics being
as member of Nepal Communist Party (UML) in 2011 (2067 B.S.).
By this time, he had gained adequate social height in his communities. In
the year 2017 (2074 B.S.), government declared local level election. It was
in March 2017 (Chaitra 2073) that Mr. Thing received a phone call from his
party leader which opened a new chapter in his life taking him from his
usual social works to the organizational politics. Mr. Thing received ticket
from his party and contested for ward chairman. He won the election with
majority of votes. Mr. Thing gives handful of thanks to MDI Nepal because
of the opportunity given to work with the community of Bharta as social
mobilizer which paid off him to reach this social height. He is now involved
in supporting agroforestry activities throughout his villages using the local
funds from his own ward and municipality targeting the most deprived ones
who are barely dependent in such khoriya lands.
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Farmer of Kailash Rural Municipality,
Gogane, Makawanepur waiting for vehicle
to sale Cauliflower.
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WHAT
OTHERS SAY
ABOUT US
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MR. EK RAJ UPRETI
Chairperson
Manahari Rural Municipality
Makawanpur

I know the Manahari Development
Institute Nepal (MDI Nepal) is working
in our Municipality for the last several
years. At the time when Village
Development Committee (VDC) had no
adequate budget, MDI Nepal provided
complementary fund in development
works to a larger extent and assisted
VDC in every affairs of development
works. Of the several works performed
by this institution, massive plantation
works in Khoriya lands applying the
proven form of agroforestry systems
using locally available fruits like banana,
pineapples, lime, lemon, oranges and
NTFPs like asparagus and broomgrass
and fodders has become popular among
its beneficiaries. It has given not only
the increased livelihood benefits to
local people but also has given several
conservation outcomes. One can see
the greenery everywhere in leaps and
bounds, people carrying banana full
of doko (bamboo basket) for selling in
nearby market and trucks/tractors moving
around the rural corners and loading
broomgrass inflorescences directly from
the production pockets. In addition, for
improving the market access, some rural
roads have also been extended. One
of such roads, the Manahari-Rupachuri
rural road (5 km) which the MDI had
initiated earlier with financial support of
World Food Programme has now been
extended it up to 20 km from Manahari
Bazar and has planned for blacktopping

through our municipality in the upcoming
year. The fishery programme massively
launched in Handikhola area of our
municipality-6 has been recognized
popularly as ‘Fish Village’ is another
landmark work initiated by this institution
for which our municipality is providing
support to the entire fish farmers under
the fish block programme. We are
trying to develop this block under agroecotourism flagship where people can
go in the spot directly, observe the fish
farming system, can approach for angling
the fish from the pond and take delicious
fish dish. The grass root saving and credit
groups created by the organizations
has now been graduated as saving and
credit cooperatives in many rural corners
and has extended lending operations
throughout the villages.
I am very much impressed with the works
of MDI Nepal and suggest other NGOs to
work in similar ways like MDI so that we
can eradicate hunger and dismal poverty
in no time, I believe. I thank MDI and
entire team members for their dedicated
and responsible works and hope to
continue in the days ahead as well.
Thank you!
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MR. SHIVA KUMAR KASHI
Journalist (Gorkhapatra Dainik) and
Station Manager (Manahari FM)
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I am Shiva Kumar Kashi, a journalist from
Makwanpur. I used to be in my boots to
publish the news of famine in Western
Makwanpur every year, a place resided by
historically poor Tamangs, Chepangs and
Dalits. The news read something like this
– “this year, number of people indulged in
famine in western Makwanpur, compared
to number more than the last year”. This
was sort of a ready-made news template
I used and only the numbers had to be
changed each year. I wondered how
such news is not forthcoming since last
4-5 years. I decided to visit the place and
found that those places did not look like
the ones that I had visited before. One
time I felt that I had mistakenly landed in
a wrong place. But it was not to be. The
places were the same but their faces had
changed. The greenery, a rare sight in
the past, had been growing by leaps and
bounds. All people appeared to be well
fed. Being a development journalist, I did
not repent having had no news of famine
to fill my newspaper columns. I could not
resist myself hailing the change, which
proved to be even better material to fill
my news columns.

systems; collect rain and waste water into
ponds to grow off-season vegetables;
install home solar systems so that children
could read even during the night time
and much more. The plantation works in
particular, had to follow the Sloping Land
Agriculture Technology (SALT), planting
in hedgerow system that conserved
fertile top-soil and prevented landslides.
It was the system that mattered and not
what was planted within the system.
The crop choice was left to the local
people although some crops like amrisho
(broomgrass) was suggested on a proactive basis by MDI because of this crops’
special features. Its thick bush prevented
erosion, the broom had ready market
and fetched high price in the plains, the
leaf fodder was nutritious for the animals,
and the dried sticks served as fuel. In a
sense, no part of it was wasted. Banana
was suggested by the local people
themselves. It too had a unique property
of remaining green even during extreme
weather-odds. Once they reached the
market, other prospects emerged. These
new prospects were pineapple, lime,
lemon, fishery and others.

How had it all changed, a feat, which had
not happened since time immemorial. The
credit goes to the people themselves for
their hard work but the path was shown
by MDI. MDI taught and supported them
to carry out massive plantation works;
build roads, drinking water and irrigation

Even MDI had problems of sorts in
making headway in the beginning. Many
people did not approve of relinquishing
the traditional crops and slash-andburn agriculture what their ancestors
had practiced for years. Some orthodox
people even made a mockery of MDI
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blaming them for trying to do what was
impossible.
Fortunately, there are always some
forward looking people in most
communities – like Mangal Moktan from
Chuwarpakha village, Man Bahadur Praja
from Rakshirang-8; Kanchhi Maya Praja
from Rupachuri, Kanchha Praja from
Rabang village, Devan Singh Rumba
from Deukot, and the list goes on. These
forward-looking farmers defied the

mockery that some orthodox people had
made of them and firmly clinched to their
tasks and, had a last laugh. They were the
true models who not only not succumb to
the short-lasting mockery but led from the
front to drag other people also into what
has turned out to be the mainstream. I
truly salutes them and I assure MDI will
continue to support local & global efforts
to promote green growth, to promote
sustainable livelihood and conserve
nature at the same time.

DR. BISHAL JOSHI

Associate Professor
Department of Physiology
Universal College of Medical Sciences (UCMS)
Bhairahawa, Nepal

For over a decade, I have been very
much familiar with MDI Nepal being
associated as a share member of our
Bhandara Fishery Farm, Chitwan where
MDI is providing technical support. I
think MDI Nepal is not a new name in the
NGO sectors of Nepal and I know MDI
is expanding its activities throughout
the rural corners of Nepal. I have
visited some of the MDI project sites
where MDI has accomplished number
of outstanding works especially in the
area of agroforestry, fishery, nutrition
and infrastructure development works
like rural roads and community irrigation.
I have noticed that these activities
have become the survival boom for
many of the rural families and a ray of
hopes in bringing happiness in their

life. I have found a very positive and
productive working environment in
this institution. The innovative vision,
incredible leadership of its Executive
Director Mr. Khop Narayan Shrestha
and dedicated and diligent works of its
staff member has made this institution
an extraordinary work environment and
has truly groomed this institution under
high ethical and moral values. This is
the reason that MDI has been able to
receive deserving awards by several
national and international institutions in
due recognition of their most innovative,
ground breaking and sustainable
grassroots environmental initiatives.
I wish MDI all the best for the success of
their future plans.
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SINGH LAL PRAJA

Ward Chair
Raksirang Rural Municipality-6
Kankada

I am Singh Lal Praja, resident of Kankada
and represent Chepang communities.
Chepang and Tamang together more
than 80% live in our area. Though
they live in the rich resources they are
regarded as the most resource poor
group in Nepal.
More than two third of their arable lands
where they cultivate falls under khoriya
lands which are steep slopes. They
follow shifting cultivation practices on
these slopes receiving tiny yield from
their traditional maize and millet crops.
Their tiny land holdings (<1 ha) provide
no more than 3 to 6 months of food
security.
Now Mr. Singh Lal Praja sees greenery
everywhere by leaps and bounds around
his village which was rare sight in the past.
All people appeared to be very happy
with the incomes they get by selling
broomgrass (amrisho) and banana. These
activities have substantially contributed
in raising income level of the people.
Each farmer in our village receives
500-600 thousand by sales of amrisho.
They sell not only 200-400 mutha but
1000 to 1500 mutha and banana loads
of trucks. The outmigration of people
for seasonal works has completely
stopped. Every people are engaged
in commercial farming of banana and
amrisho. The community has been able
to achieve an increase in annual food
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security and ultimately an improvement
in environment conservation.
As a chair of my ward from the local
government, the government has
to respect these interventions and
immediately support the people which
is preferred by all categories of people
including women members. I do not see
any other NGOs more than MDI Nepal
in our village who taught and supported
them to carryout massive plantation
works. It has now passed almost a
decade; the greenery is rising every
year. Though, from our ward we have not
been able to support like the MDI had
done 10 years ago, people themselves
are spontaneously replicating these
practices throughout such nude khoriya
lands year by year. We will reward the
best farmer in upcoming year on behalf
of our ward, says Singh Lal Praja.
There is little hurdle in marketing of these
products. The middle men like in other
commodities are getting high profits
more than the producers. We have
now roads and transportation of these
products have become easier compared
to previous years. We are now working
in managing markets of these products
on behalf of ward very soon, says Singh
Lal Praja.
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Broomgrass (Amrisho) blooming in
Slinge Village, Kankada, Makawanpur
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SUCCESS STORIES
Success may be less about the physical progress that has
been achieved. But, it could be more important about the
livelihood that activities have generated, share of benefits
given across genders and the integration of traditional
knowledge applied mixed with new innovations.
Though there are very few stories but abound rich lessons
and the readers, regardless of intent, will at the most
basic learn something from these local women, men and
community who have dedicated their time and effort to
make these stories successful.
We are immensely grateful to community members and their
allies who took time to share their stories and experiencestheir names and locations are duly acknowledged in each
story. It’s also our pleasure to acknowledge our staffs
especially Mr. Navin Subedi, Mr. Rajan Lamichhane, Ms.
Puja Karki, Mr. Nabaraj Rawal and Ms. Sushma Chhetri,
who devoted their time in the respective field, reached out
to the beneficiaries in different settings and persuaded
them to share their stories.
We encourage you to listen and reflect on these compelling
stories of resilience and success.
Thank you!
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THE AGROFORESTRY FARM OF
MR. JAISI LAL PRAJA – A LOOK
BACK AFTER 13 YEARS
The month of July was the darkest night in the life of Jaisi
Lal Praja who has now turned 80. The latest massive flood
in Jirkhe khola and adjoining Manahari river was recorded
in July of 2002 (Shrawan 2059 B.S), which witnessed high
casualty of both lives and properties. Communities living
close to the Jirkhe khola and riverside were intimidated;
lives were lost, livestock swept away; farmlands submerged
and crops and economic trees dislodged; road networks
destroyed; watershed of freshwater bodies aggressively
eroded; productive fishing areas lost; schools closed and
socio-economic activities paralysed. Jaisi Lal Praja indulged
into the relics of this historical flood with huge economic
loss. All his land property, livestock and house destroyed in
a flash and he instantly turned into a landless except few ropanis of khoriya
lands remaining in the uplands. His family had to pass the following nights
under tent. In the whole village 18 people including children breathed their
last breath. The traditional
crops maize, millet grown
in khoriya land provide
no more than 3 months of
food security. When nature
wavered, there was nothing
but mass destitution. His
families
compelled
to
migrate for seasonal works
in adjoining Chitwan plains.
The
government
and
NGOs carried rescue works
distributing
food
items.
However, Mr. Jaisi Lal was in
desperate search for better
days ahead. He felt some
light coming through the
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tunnel when MDI came out at the moment with a truck load of banana saplings.
The victims opting for ready-made food, deplored the MDI consignment.
Many of them denied to accept those saplings. Jaisi Lal Praja was the person
who agreed to accept the offer – that too with heavy heart. He planted 500
banana, 1000 pineapples, 1000 amrisho and several other fodder trees like
Bakaino, Stylo grass, Napier grass etc. in remaining parcel of his khoriya land
even after this crash. He added some more plants like banana, amrisho and
pineapples later in the succeeding years gradually. Now, he owns almost
10,000 plants in his khoriya lands.
Even after 13 years of his first plantation, the plants are still alive. These
plants have now turned to be the casual factor for restoring his old glory.
He now earns worth of NPR 300,000 annually by selling banana, amrisho,
pineapples grown in such lesser hope khoriya lands. He sells banana from
NPR 2-5 per kosa, pineapples from NPR 100-150 and amrisho kucho @ NPR
50 per bundle. During the observation of his farm by our team, there are more
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than 200 plants of banana
bearing fruits, pineapples
ready to harvest and bunch
of amrisho inflorescences
flowering in these lands.
In addition, Mr. Praja has
also expanded goat farming.
He had received three adult
goats from MDI during 2008
(2065 BS) under the FAO
telefood grant support.
With this small support, he
has now 20 adult goats
with number of castrated
bucks (Khasi) and receives
annually NPR 300,000 by
the sales of goat and other
livestock like buffalo and
local chickens which he
added by selling goats.
From these incomes, he has bought 6 katthas of land in Chitwan at a cost of
NPR 200,000 Jaisilal is seriously obliged as he could educate his grandson
up to plus 2 level and granddaughters up to high school level with this
income. He is now fully cognizant of the fact that the old devastating slide
was due to villagers neglect of the environment and forest protection. The
area is now heading towards all round greenery. Sitting under a coolness of
a banana tree in peak summer month, he vividly recalls the past days spent
toying with nature and relates how a small gesture of love towards nature
can pay high dividend. Jaisilal now loves trees as if they are his own kins.
The initial deploration has been restored beyond imagination. These
seemingly lesser hope khoriya lands has now been instrumental in fighting
famine and transforming the lives of him and several other villages.
(Source: Rajan Lamichhane & Navin Subedi, MDI Nepal)
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KALPANA’S SUCCESS STORIES:
FROM A SIMPLE HOUSEWIFE TO A
COMMERCIAL FISH FARMER
Today, Kalpana Khatiwada, an energetic woman in Manahari
Rural Municipality-4, Handikhola owns 7 katthas of fish farm
near her homestead. Before starting fish farming, she used
to grow paddy in this plot, hardly receiving 20 quintals of
rice worth of NPR 30,000 and even not sufficient to feed her
families of five.
Kalpana was desperately looking for a way to increase her
incomes. One of her neighbor Mr. Sanu Kanchha Titung dug
out 5 fish ponds eliminating the rice field and stocked fish
in all ponds. She was curious over his work and observing
these phenomena very keenly. After a year, Mr. Titung made
successful harvests from fish, with four times more income than from rice alone.
A few years later, in 2012, Kalpana joined UNDP GEF SGP funded Carp-SIS
project through MDI which promoted integrated carp and small fish farming,
and received training from the project. This project funded very little amount
of grant fund for digging ponds. Despite this, she lacked the capital and
equipment needed to put her knowledge into practice. ‘I had to sell some of
the ornaments of my wedding and borrow loan for digging pond’ she says.
Then in 2013, she received support from the FINIDA-funded Aquaculture
for Women fish farming project from Agriculture and Forestry University
(AFU), Nepal. This project aims to increase the productivity of fish farms
and improve the lives of women like Kalpana and her family through better
health and financial security.
As part of the project, she received quality fingerlings, equipment,
operational (50% discount on feed) and promotional materials, training and
technical assistance. In addition, Kalpana and her husband also received
training in nursery management, quality fish spawn production, feed and
brood management, brood rearing and breeding techniques as well.
Over the next 8 years, she was able to grow this business in her 7 katthas of
fish pond and make enough money to cover family expenses. ‘I receive four94
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fold higher income worth of NPR 150-200 thousand annually than from my
rice farming from the same parcel of land. Each year, I stock 3500 fingerlings
in my pond (common carps-500, grass carps-300, rohu-1000, Naini-1000,
bighead-300 and silvercarp-400) harvesting 5-7 quintals of fish which are
sold directly from the pond and there is no any market problem. Vendors,
they come directly to the pond and collects harvestable fish. In addition,
there are lots of local fish species together with these big fishes (carps)
which can be sold @ NPR 500 per kilogram, more than price of big fishes
which are sold from NPR 250-300 per kilogram. We also use small fishes in
our kitchen to improve the nutritional diets of our families as I have learned
that small fishes are more nutritious than big fishes like carps’ she says.
Through the training sessions, Kalpana was connected with many fish
farmers in the area and outside. She has visited number of fish farm in
Janakpur and other areas of Nepal through an exposure visit organized by
the projects.
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The training enabled her
to become a successful
fish farmer. “It was really
challenging for me to work
with this new enterprise in
the beginning as many of
our neighbour especially
women members were
not accepting this new
challenge replacing rice
with fish. They were in fear
leaving traditional cropping
portfolio, i.e. rice farming
such that even if this new
enterprise (fish farming)
failed, makes them difficult
to survive. The entire village, mostly the women members, were against me.
However, training on aquaculture from the project and mental support from
some of my neighbours like Sanu Kanchha Titung gave me the power to
fight against the situation,” she says.
Since involved in fish farming, Kalpana has seen her production and sales
grow every year. Kalpana and her husband are now happy with their
business and work together in managing their fish farm. It has attributed the
growth of her business, which continues to attract new farmers, especially
the women members in her area now.
As an accomplished businesswoman and a fish farmer, Kalpana is well
respected by her community. Now, she receives many social invites,
offers to attend community group meetings and is the member of a local
community-based organization Churiya Agriculture. Cooperative Ltd. She
continues to share her knowledge with many in the community, stating
“many neighbouring farmers come to me for advice because of my technical
knowledge and success”.
(Source: Rajan Lamichhane & Navin Subedi, MDI Nepal)
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HOLDING BACK THE SLOPING
KHORIYA LAND
Community’s efforts on restoring degraded land in Rabang village of Makawanpur
district in Central Nepal

RABNAG
village
in
Makwanpur
district
is
inhabited
largely
by
indigenous
community.
It’s the small colony mixed
with Chepang and Tamang
community living in a
common fabric of harmony
since time immemorial.
Rabang village, though
lying to a nearest eastwest highway, connected
with Manahari Bazar, in just
2-km distance, remained
in isolation for many years
but is now brining the hope
to the people of Rabang in
overturning their fates.
Located at an altitude range
of 800 m within the fragile
Mahabharat range, the area is one of the most hazard prone in the district.
The village is a watershed section of the Manahari River, a major tributary
in the north, which drains into the Rapti River. The area is characterized by
steep slopes and rugged terrain. Maize is grown in such steep slopes. Within
standing maize crop, pulses such as cowpea and soybeans are grown as
intercrops and horsegram is grown as relay crops. In a very sloppy lands,
slash and burn agriculture with shorter fallow is practiced which is again
dominated by maize crop. Their tiny land holdings provide no more than 3
to 6 months of food security. High food insecurity, low female literacy, low
access to basic social services, high population density on fragile natural
resource base and recurrent natural disasters like famine and floods are the
common poverty induced ailments in the area.
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Although the geology of
Mahabharat range is fragile
and prone to landslide and
flood, the local land use
practices are also equally
to blame. Slash and burn
agriculture practiced by the
indigenous Chepangs and
Tamangs in increasingly
shorter
fallow
period
on the steep slopes of
the areas is associated
with deforestation, loss
of biodiversity, threat of
forest fires, emissions of
greenhouse gases, and
serious soil erosion, leading
to a significant decline in
land productivity. Other
inefficient practice such as plantation of maize in steep outward terrace has
also led to significant loss of topsoil thus increasing surface run off. The
consequent alluvial deposits in the river valleys have triggered the rise of
riverbeds threatening the very existence of the near-by settlements.
Rabang community witnessed virtually no development support until 2004.
Thanks to the “Small Grants Programme (SGP)” of UNDP GEF which rolled
up later in 2004 and MDI with some innovative ideas suited to the area. Mr.
Navin Subedi and few other staffs from MDI Nepal came to us, organized
a meeting and talked around the utilization of lands that had remained as
waste-land since time immemorial. They asked us what type of fruit plants
are possible in this area? Due to historical non-performance of the local
waste lands, we blatantly caste our doubts about its capability to nurture us
sufficiently. We even made a mockery of the MDI personnel at their proposal
to transform the area. We thought this is not possible as neither we nor our
ancestors had ever seen any hope for the future, says Amrit Praja-35, chair
of the Rabang community Organization. We were all pessimistic. Yet, hoping
against hope, we suggested to plant banana, broomgrass, lime, pineapples
etc. although neither of these were grown in the entire landscape except
few lime trees, says Putali Maya, a women member of the community.
We held a number of meetings to make decisions on whether to go with
banana or not. Finally, we decided to plant banana in our waste lands.
We started digging pits. MDI sent a trucks of banana saplings from
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nearby Handikhola cluster. They provided us with training on agroforestry
methodologies and the resources and technical assistance to help farmers
put this into practice.
Some villagers laughed at us when we began working to recover degraded
lands. “But we were convinced that these lands, properly restored, could be
more productive than existing farmland,” Putali Maya says.
During that time, we planted a total of 95,600 saplings including banana
(3,500), broomgrass (57,500), pineapples (5,750) and lime (850) involving
21 members (one member from each household), Says Mr. Amrit Praja,
Chairperson of the Rabang Community Organization. Now the number of
plants is estimated to have reached around millions because the banana,
pineapples and broomgrass plants are self-regenerating.
Considered as a golden triangle for farming banana, broomgrass, pineapples
and lime, these remote villages had no other livelihood options before. They
had to always work for others. Mr. Amrit Chepang with his long gulp tells “we
prefer not remembering those pasts because we have crossed a number
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of hurdles in our life’. Now the situation is phenomenally
changed. We had never thought before that this new
beginning of what turned out to be a miracle turning point
for us in the whole village”.
Now, our area is green as never before with banana,
broomgrass in alleys, pineapples everywhere on our field
dykes. Our village has been transformed from the situation
of hell to that of heaven. We now consider ourselves foolish
not to have recognized such a potential much earlier. Mrs.
Praja adds each household of our settlement now sells NPR
20- 25 thousand from banana, NPR 10-15 thousand from
broomgrass and lime on an average every year turning
a cumulative worth of 500-600 thousand (USD 50006000) annually. We have also quit working in others’ land
as there is no longer a need to do so for our livelihood.
We sell banana from our own farm at the rate of NPR 2-5
per kosa. To sustain and even enhance the current level
of development, we have also established and registered
organization called as ‘Rabang Community Organization’
and have collected a saving of NPR 30,600 with its 21
members in total.
With much higher annual household income, we have easier feel to send
our children in school and to meet cost of the stationeries, food/snacks and
clothes. One can see the bright facial appearances of the children in the
village may be due to better nutrition made possible by the greatly increased
income. We should have gone no more to beg money with village money
lenders which we did for many years by our ancestors.
Each year Rabang village receives a number of guests coming to see their
green village. From the very outset of their travel towards our village moving
uphill cliffs for 30-45 minutes from Manahari river bed, one is impressed
with the conservation efforts made along the side alignments of local foot
trails to their village. All the sloping heights had been well covered with
greener plants of banana mixed with broomgrass as hedgerow protecting
the terraced slopes with beefy green coverage. We welcome them heartily
and they, in turn, relish the local food, banana, pineapples. We learn from
them and we share our experiences, Says Ful Maya Praja, a member of the
community organization. Mrs. Praja accepted the reality and added that they
want to make this village ‘an ideal green village’ in coming years.
(Source: Khop Narayan Shrestha & Navin Subedi, MDI Nepal)
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SAJIBAN PRAJA - ENJOYING
WITH AGROFORESTRY AND
FISHERY SINCE 15 YEARS
A story on the impacts of agroforestry on livelihood of communities and the
local environment conservation in Raksirang

Sajiban Praja-64 lives in Niguretar, a small village located
at the interior portion of fragile Mahabharat range. One
can reach this village by walking one and half hours from
Manahari Bazar, attached with the east-west highway.
The area is dominated with steep slopes, rugged terrains
and dodgy contours and is one of the most hazard prone
landscapes in Makawanpur district. The landscape is a
watershed section of the Manahari River, which drains into
the Rapti River. The geological and climatic conditions in
these watershed areas have resulted in the extremes of
landslides and flooding as evident from the area being
worst affected by the frequent floods and landslides of 1993 and 2003 to
the despondency of the local habitants.
In 2004, Sajiban Praja, who was accustomed in a khoriya farming, leaving
the land fallow in winter, broke his 15-year-old migratory cycle of moving to
Chitwan to work for a seasonal works in rice harvesting and such others.
The entire family of 6 decided to take the challenge of improving their living
through adoption of agroforestry-based interventions, and to take care of
his newly planted fruit trees planted through the project and harvest the
benefits of the advanced cropping system.
Out of his one-hectare of landholding, Sajiban Praja used 0.31 hectare to plant
a local rice variety in his khet land while his upland remained uncultivated
owing to unavailability of water. Growing rice gave him a merge earning of
Rs 4,000 per year, which made meeting the needs of a six-member family
a very difficult task and drove him to migrate year after year to Chitwan to
work as daily wager.
The latest floods that took place on the darkest night of 18 July 2002
witnessed high casualty of both lives and properties. All his landed property,
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livestock and house was destroyed in a
flash and he instantly turned into a landless
except 11 ropanis of uplands (Khoriya).
Entire communities living close to the
river system were intimidated; lives were
lost, farmlands submerged and crops and
economic trees dislodged; road networks
destroyed; watershed of freshwater bodies
aggressively eroded; productive fishing
areas were lost; schools closed and socioeconomic activities paralysed. Government
entities and NGOs carried out rescue
works distributing food items. The survivors
jumped into the limited food each trying to
snatch the maximum share.
Things started changing for Sajiban Praja and his family when MDI came
out with a truck-load of banana saplings at the meantime. Many of them
even denied to accept those saplings rather opting ready-made foods.
Sajiban Praja and few others were some of the forward-looking persons who
agreed to accept the offer. He planted 500 banana plants, 1000 amrisho,
500 pineapples, lime lemons and some fodder trees at that time. The same
banana turned to be the causal factor for restoring his old glory.
His confidence in the project’s interventions tremendously increased when
he harvested banana and amrisho after 18 months from the small piece
of 11 ropani land (0.55 ha) left by casualties, averaging to a yield much
higher than the yield of the local rice variety he was previously growing.
With a higher income, regular training and continuous ‘hand-holding’ by the
project, Sajiban decided not to migrate outside since then but to remain and
continue participation in his own agroforestry interventions in the uplands
to mitigate the challenges of drought, water scarcity and the debts taken at
high-interest rate from the village money lenders at different times.
All plants like pineapple, banana and amrisho grown by Sajiban are selfregenerative. These plants multiply themselves through its suckers and
tillers. One bunch of amrisho planted can give 100s of tillers until next year.
Similarly, banana and pineapples also produce many suckers from the
mother plants. Though they naturally regenerate, Sajiban adds 150 plants of
banana, 300 sets of amrisho and 100 pineapples every year.
Continued technical support by the project team and the hard work of
Sajiban and his family led to the harvest of these products (banana, amrisho
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kucho and pineapples) worth of NPR 60,000 per year. He sells banana from
@ NPR 2-5 per kosa and amrisho kucho @ NPR 55 per mutha. In addition, he
has 18 goats in his small shed associated with this enterprises.
In 2064, Sajiban took another revolutionary step by devoting about 1000
m2 of his land (3 kattha) to establish a fish farm that accommodates Tilapia
and Sahar fish near his house. Currently, he has 1000 tilapia, 300 sahar and
20 rohu grown up fish. For this venture, local government had provided
partial support to dig the ponds. Each year, he collects sahar fries from the
adjoining Manahari River while tilapia was supplied by the project in the
beginning. Tilapia is a self-recruiting species in the pond environment and
doesn’t need to borrow from outside every time. He sells sahar fish @ NPR
800/kg and for Tilapia @ NPR 500/kg in the village. The price is slightly
higher compared to the general market price. From the sales of these fishes,
Sajivan receives another additional NPR 50,000 annually.
Sajiban believes that agroforestry is only the solution for us because of
rugged terrain where we live and farm and only the agroforestry crops like
banana, pineapples, amrisho which are locally available, are suitable in our
area more than those of cereal crops like maize and millet. Like me there are
more others adopting this system throughout our village. But, I am sceptic to
some others who haven’t owned this system yet.
Agroforestry saves us, our family from drought & scarcity and entire
landscape from floods and landslides that wreaked havoc for us during
2003, says Sajiban Praja.
(Source: Rajan Lamichhane & Navin Subedi, MDI Nepal)
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HOW MASINE VILLAGE IN
HANDIKHOLA IS SCRIPTING A
SUCCESS STORY THROUGH
AQUACULTURE
Leaving from the province headquarter, the Hetaunda, you’ll be
able to discover this small fish village in Masine by crossing East
Rapti river from Rajaiya to the south at 5 km, located in Churiya hills
attached with the buffer zone of Chitwan National Park. Churia hills
are young geological structure formed of very fragile sedimentary
rocks and minerals which are structurally weak and highly erodible
and fragile.
Masine khola, Twnagra khola and Thado khola are some of the
small tributaries that flows northward to join the bigger East Rapti
river in the north which further drains to Narayani river, one of the
major river systems of Nepal.
The basin area has high rural population largely inhabited by Tamang
and Chepang communities with a predominantly subsistence
livelihood, mostly involving in fishing. However, many fishing communities, mostly
of indigenous origins, live in precarious and vulnerable conditions because of
overexploitation of their fishery resources, degradation of the aquatic habitats,
poverty and rural under development.
Though fishery and aquaculture play important role in food security and livelihoods
of these people living in basin areas, the area remained in a state of neglect for
several years. The agricultural authorities generally seem to believe that fish pond in
such gravelly area is totally unsuitable and unrealistic, a complete waste of effort and
resources. Thus, the production potential of Masine areas grossly ignored.
In 2012, MDI launched a small Carp-SIS project with support from UNDP GEF
Small grants Programme of Nepal which scripted a success story in aquaculture.
The purpose of this project was to integrate both big fishes like carps and small
fishes together in the same pond so that people have opportunity to sell big fishes
for additional income and small fishes called as SIS (Small Indigenous Species) for
family consumption assuming that people do not move for fishing in rivers due to
availability of SIS in their own ponds. The preliminary study has shown outstanding
results. People have started selling carps for additional income. SIS populations are
starting to show sign of recovery in rivers, streams and ponds. SIS are also regularly
harvested from ponds, eaten and are sold at prices more than those of big fishes
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like carps. The positive changes have already been acknowledged by the local
communities and their perception about SIS conservation has become widened.
These villages have now become very touristy over the few years to see Carp-SIS
fish ponds around Masine Khola, Twangra khola and Thado khola. Some 250 fish
ponds have been established under Carp-SIS technology. One can see the ponds
everywhere around these small tributaries.
The credit goes to Mr. Sanu Kanchha Titung who led the programme and made it
successful despite of its several barriers. “I approached to District Agricultural Office
in Hetaunda and asked for some help for fish farming in my village. The authority
sent the technicians, observed the area and rejected instantly saying that such a
gravelly area is totally unsuitable for fish farming which could not hold adequate
water required for fishes” says Sanu Kanchha.
Mr. Titung has 3 Bighas of swampy lands near his home. He grows 2 rice crops
annually. But the cost of labor for rice farming is much higher than the return it comes
from. He was very much enthusiastic to replace it with fish farming. But the time was
not favouring him. “Converting fertile land into ponds, however, is not a wise idea.
Once you dig a pond, the soil quality changes and it will not be easy to cultivate other
crops after you level the land. But transforming cultivable water bodies like such
swampy areas where food crops do not grow well could be ideal for fish farming and
is less expensive compared to other alternatives.” says Sanu Kanchha.
He dug 5 ponds in his 10 katthas of land with little support taken from the CarpSIS project. After a year, it gave surprisingly a good yield. He was able to harvest
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outstanding quantities of fish receiving four
folds higher income than from rice farming.
The ponds adequately hold the water
required for fishes and had no any shortage
of water because of spring sources selfemerging from the ground.
Many other neighbouring villagers came to
his pond and observed the results cautiously.
This gave all the people a bright lesson
to expand it without any hesitations. Now
the area holds more than 30 ha area under
aquaculture farm with the involvement of
more than100 farmers.
Mr. Titung later expanded other 2 ha area (12 Ponds) under fish farming in the
same adjoining areas. He stocks 460,000 fingerlings each with common carp10,000, grass carps-10,000, rohu-200,000, naini-100,000, tilapia-25,000, silver
carp-10,000, bighead-5,000, Local- 100,000 annually and harvests more than
3000 kilograms receiving approximately NPR 700-800 thousand from the sales.
This is four times higher income than the rice farming, says Mr. Titung.
With this big feat on fish farming in Masine village, several journalists came to
highlight the project and declared our village as ‘Fish Village’. Now, this fish
village exports 90 MT. fish every year and receives 25 million annually.
Several high-level delegates including Hon’ble Chief Minister and other several
councils of ministers from Bagmati Pradesh and UNDP officials has visited this
fish village located at interior part of Handikhola.
Though, government authorities in the earlier days were little apprehensive for
support, there is now considerable flow of grant support for fish farming from the
respective agencies especially from District Agriculture Office, Hetaunda (Krishi
Gyan Kendra) NPR 200,000, Prime Minister Agriculture Modernization Project
NPR 70 thousand, Manahari Rural Municipality NPR 350,000 and FINIDA/AFU
project NPR 250,000.
Mr. Titung believes that this is not adequate support. The farmers need at least
75% subsidy of their cost for the feeds and equipment like aerators that needs for
fish farming including insurances. The area is most hazard prone area because of
fragile chure hills. The watershed areas and water bodies need to be protected
and rejuvenated well in order to ensure safe harvest of fishes.
Most importantly, Manahari Rural Municipality has endorsed budget on an annual
basis for fish farming. “We understand that agriculture is the main livelihood of
the villagers and fish farming is another potential enterprise in this area. We will
be offering all possible support to residents who want to start fish farming in such
derelict water bodies” says Ek Raj Upreti, Chair of Manahari Rural Municipality.
(Source: Rajan Lamichhane & Navin Subedi, MDI Nepal)
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FROM ROAD TO
PROSPERITY
Dandabas villages in the
Kailash rural municipality in
Makawanpur district are just 78
kilometres from Kathmandu but
the villages were cut off from
even the most basic facilities
such as roads, electricity,
health services and schools.
The residents of these villages
had to live under difficult
circumstances for a lack of
connectivity and resources until
2001.
“Everyone who visits Dandabas
can’t comprehend how cut off
these villages are,” said Buddhi
Man Ghalan, a local resident of
Dandabas. “We had been waiting for development to reach our villages for
a long time. For those living in Dandabas, a journey to Palung was at least a
half day’s walk to meet the highway at Tribhuvan Rajpath in Palung.

Dandabas
Bazar,
Makawanpur

Dandabas is located at 2200 m altitude from the mean sea level. Because
of this appropriate altitude with cold climate, Dandabas has adequate
opportunities for cultivation of off-season vegetable similar to Palung.
Earlier the situation was very bad in Dandabas due to lack of road, their
interface with markets was extremely limited. They had to carry the potato
they produce for nearly 15 kms to reach the nearest market at Ghartikhola
or Palung either by themselves or hiring porters, which costs more than half
the value of the product. So, there was very little incentive to produce for the
market, thus compelling them to adopt either traditional subsistence maize/
millet farming or to be involved in illegal marijuana trading. Considered as
a golden triangle for farming marijuana, these remote villages had no other
livelihood options before. Its remoteness had made it a perfect site for such
illegal farming. Many farmers who were unable to pay ‘due share’ to the
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police often ended up in jail, serving terms for
many years. And the story was repeated every
year. Most of the youths in Dandabas were
daily wage workers in Kathmandu, Hetauda
and some have gone overseas in search of
employment, says Mr. Ghalan.
There are 2500 families living in Dandabas
villages around Agra and Gogane with more
than 80 percent of whom are the people of
ethnic origins (Tamang, Chepang, Magar and
Gurung). Due to lack of transport network
we neither could produce off-season vegetables nor we could sell our
agricultural produces in the market. We have to spend so much money on
transport of our products while using porters” says Buddhi Man Ghalan.
Meanwhile, some people of Dandabas including
Buddhi Man Ghalan took initiatives in 2001 to
construct road from Palung to connect the area
with the highway. They came to the District
Development Committee (DDC) in Hetaunda
and asked for some support. DDC included this
plan under RCIW Food for work programme.
Rural Community Infrastructure Works (RCIW) is
one of the core poverty alleviation programme
of the government of Nepal accorded number
one priority in which World Food Programme
(WFP) provides food support and NGO (MDI in this case) provide technical
assistance and social mobilization support required to the project. PalungManahari-Dandabas alignment (48 km) was selected as main corridor and
the project was started in 2002. For participation of a household member
under food for work (FfW) activity, a household receives 4 kg rice per person
per 8 hours of work day and 0.5 kg lentils per person per work day. Normally,
an activity comprises of 80 working days per year per season.
Till the end of the 2008 WFP has provided a total of 1964 MT. of rice worth
of Rs. 35.35 million for construction of almost 25 km road from Palung to
Gogane. Similarly, Poverty Alleviation Fund (PAF) agreed to finance NPR 3.50
+ NPR 3.50 million in two consecutive years in 2008 & 2009 (2064 & 2065
BS) for constructing 4.5 km of the road from Bhakundebas to Dumsikharka
upon the request of the community organizations (COs) and the communities
later extended the road up to 14.5 km from Dumsikharka to connecting more
villages in Dandakharka. Both of these projects have served more than
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10,000 populations directly.
The number of people
enjoying benefits indirectly
is still more.
Now the case is different
after construction of this
road. Commercial vegetable
production actually started
in Dandabas only after
initiation of this road in 2002
tells Mr. Buddhi Man Ghalan,
a resident of Chaubas
village in Dandabas. The
farmers have begun farming
potatoes,
cauliflower,
cabbage and several other
vegetables, and are leading
a dignified life, without the
fear of police intimidation.
Before farmers used to plant
maize and now they have switched to many varieties of vegetables that
have more commercial value. “Previously, we used to walk 10 - 15 km to
reach the nearest road in Palung and it cost us more than 5 rupee per kg.
Now the cost does not stand even a penny.” Ghalan adds.
“I have expanded vegetables farming in all 7 ropanis of land I own. Before it
was only in 3 ropanies” says Chiring Thing, 45, a resident of Dumsikharka.
This has increased Thing’s earning to five times of the past. And this
increased income is helping him to raise his 7 children. “This has contributed
a lot in their education. I need not borrow loans from the local moneylenders
at an exorbitant interest rate as well.
Because of road connectivity, each households are earning approximately
NPR 300-500 thousand a year in an average from the sales of vegetables,
says Sunil Moktan of Dumsikharka. This has also enabled some villagers to
send their kids in the Hetauda and Palung Bazaar to get better education.
Now the local government has taken complete ownership of this alignment
and is working in its expansion in phase wise. This road has now been
connected from Dandabas to Manahari (48 km). Some section of this
alignment has been blacktopped. Hope this road project comes to an end in
few years and dreams of Dandabas community can come to reality.
(Source: Khop Narayan Shrestha, Rajan Lamichhane & Navin Subedi, MDI Nepal)
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FOR SUNKALA
A THRIVING SON
Nirdosh is twelve months old, he is from Sinja, Jumla, Karnali
Province of Nepal. Nirdosh’s mother is now worried about the health
condition of her child. Sunkala 49, is a mother of her three babies.
Her elder son is 4 years and 5 month years old, her daughter is 2
years and 5 month years old and her youngest Nirdosh, is twelve
months old.
It was during her third pregnancy that Sun Kala participated in an
MCHN project in Sinja of Jumla supported by government of Nepal
and UN World Food Programme. The MCHN Project focuses on
improving nutrition during the critical time period from a mother’s
pregnancy until her child is 2 years old. Through the project,
mothers learn how to keep their young infants and children healthy
and well-nourished. In addition, the project provides micronutrient
powder (super cereal) to the mother and children under 2 years of
age participating in MCHN programme. This intervention increases
the intake of essential vitamins and minerals in order to enable
to optimal growth and development in young children, at a critical
period in their lives.
Through the training and counselling services provided through
MCHN, she learned the benefits of breastfeeding. Sun Kala told
her husband about the importance of early breast- feeding, and
she in turn shared the information with her parents too. When
Sunkala and her husband welcomed their third son, she started
breast- feeding immediately.
Her son Nirdosh, at birth, was 2.5 kg recorded in the health centre.
She came to realize that this may be due to exclusive breastfeeding as she had learned that breastmilk helps babies build immunity and protects
them from illness and is the perfect food for babies because it is the safest way to
feed infants in the first six months and gives them the critical nutrients, antibodies,
and fluids they need to stay healthy.
For some months, MCHN project interrupted and supplementary diet withheld.
This caused her baby Nirdosh a serious problem as she could not fed her child
nutritious food properly nor she got herself due to her poor economy. Sunkala
and her husband is a labourer who has to work as daily wager and do not receive
enough work opportunity. As such, the family cannot afford varieties of food such
as vegetables and fruits which are essential for mothers to consume in order to
produce milk for breastfeeding their infants.
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Undernutrition at an early age has serious effects on the physical
and mental development of children. According to a study in 2017,
in Nepal around 4.14% children below the age of five years suffer
from Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) – a condition in which a child
has very low weight for his/her height and severe muscle wasting.
Some of the main causes of severe acute malnutrition in Nepal is
disease, conflict, and low purchasing power of families.
The little boy Nirdosh was found frequently ill because of the
interruption in regular breast feeding, not having access to diverse
foods for mothers and children, proper hygiene and as well as
proper caring practices. MCHN project re-started in her village. At
the time when MCHN programme started, Nirdosh was serious. He
has been vomiting and crying continuously for last three days” his
mother Sunkala explained. When she brought her son to the health
centre, the health worker diagnosed him as suffering from severe
acute malnutrition (SAM).
Ms Parbati Bhandari works as community health worker from MDI/
WFP. They visit each house once a week and provide basic health
awareness and health counselling for mothers and their children.
“With the right information and support, most breastfeeding
mothers will produce plenty of breast milk and their babies will be
well-nourished” says Ms. Bhandari. They refer critical cases to the
closest health centres.
Nirdosh was found critical. He as referred to Narakot Health Post in Sinja Rural
Municipality by Community Health Workers (CHWs) to check on Nirdosh’s condition.
Infants less than six months and diagnosed with severe acute malnutrition must
be followed up in the Oral Therapeutic Centers as they still need to be exclusively
breastfed. In the hospital setting, supports are provided to ensure that the mother
continues to breastfeed and produce milk while the child is recovering from the
condition.
Nirdosh admitted in Narakot Health Post hospital under RUTF treatment. After a
month of treatment, Nirdosh gained 6.5-kilogram weight. Under RUTF treatment in
the hospital, the baby is provided with diluted therapeutic milk in order to increase
for body weight. This is done following specific schedule under observation of
medical personnel. Sunkala was also supported to ensure that she continues
providing only breastmilk to the infant. His mother Sunkala continued participating
in the MCHN programme regularly. Nirdosh has now gained 8 kilogram weight. His
mother Sunkala is happy from the hospital management team and doctors as well
as the entire team of WFP/MDI health workers who care her son, provided proper
counselling and saved the life of her son Nirdosh.
(Source: Nabaraj Rawal, Jumla)
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SOCIAL TABOOS PREVENT
MOTHERS FROM HYGIENIC LIVING
Every society, whether rural or urban, has
own taboos in almost every aspect followed
throughout the way of life. Particularly
woman’s life, starting from her birth
through menarche, marriage, child bearing,
motherhood, and finally widowhood,
is governed by various taboos. Out of
this, taboos related with pregnancy and
immediately after child birth are enumerable.
Anjana Sejuwal is one of the beneficiaries
under MCHN program in Kalikot, receiving
fortified blended food at Kharkot Community
Health Unit (CHU) since her pregnancy.
Living in a family of 6 members, Anjana-32
is wife to Tapendra Kathayat. They live with
meagre income of their traditional farming in
Kharkot.
One of the beliefs that negatively influenced
her is that a woman cannot live in house
after giving birth to the new child. She left
the home immediately after giving birth
to her son. Though she was one of the
beneficiaries of MCHN programme and
had been taught various unusual social
taboos that affect mothers and child health,
she could not oppose and followed out as
convention or as per advice of the elderly.
Anjana in
cowshed
during home
visit
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During one of the home visits, Community Mobilizer Mr. Kamal Prasad
Chaulagain from MDI met her in a cowshed with her new born child. This
was second time living in cowshed after giving birth. After a series of
conversation with her, she disclosed her bitter experience during her first
delivery and was going through the same way for the second time as well.
It was the third day after the child birth and she was all alone cooking and
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taking care of herself including the child in
that cowshed.
Community Mobilizer Mr. Kamal Prasad
Chaulagain discussed with the family
members especially with her husband
Tapendra. He counselled on mothers and
new born child health, cultural attitudes and
practices that impede on women’s health
and child and emphasized on sanitation
and hygiene practices along with need of
nutritional dietary intake during this crucial
period.
Tapendra followed the advice given by the
health worker. Anjana got relieved back
from the painful life of cowshed. During the
second home visit, our health worker saw
Anjana at home. Anjana thanked him/her for
convincing her family members that saved
her and new born child.
Though there are several cultural
malpractices and beliefs, the adherence
to taboos can be minimized by proper
counselling and most of the pregnancy/
birth-related complications can be well
managed.

Anjana after shifting back to her home

(Source: Sushmi Chhetri & Kamal Prasad Chaulagain,
MDI Nepal, Kalikot)
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VISITORS IN THE PROJECT

A joint observation visits of Tiger Lake by senior
professors Prof. Dr. Dilip Kumar Jha, Prof. Dr. Sunila
Rai, Associate Professor Mr. Rahul Ranjan from the
Agriculture and Forestry University (AFU), Rampur on
2 February 2019

Divisional Forest Officer Mr. Padam Raj Nepal inspecting
the Fish Museum and Biodiversity Information Center
building, Chitwan on 26 February 2021

Mr. Renaud Meyer, Country Director UNDP, Kathmandu, Mr. Gopal Raj Sherchan, National Coordinator, UNDP
GEF Small Grants Programme (SGP) visited the UNDP GEF SGP assisted programmes in Makawanpur on 8
November 2017.

Joint monitoring and supervision of MCHN programme
on 15 March 2019 at Raralihi HP, Jumla
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Under Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Mr. Lal Bahadur
Khatri, National Coordinator of UNDP GEF SGP, Mr.
Gopal Raj Sherchan, and MDI team visited in UNDP
SGP funded project areas of Handikhola VDC,
Chuwarpakha, Makawanpur on dated 24 January, 2017.
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A joint monitoring visit conducted on dated 22 June,
2016 with participation of MoFALD, DDC, WFP, RCIW
and MDI at Pipalkot, VDC, Dailekh.

Mr. Prem Bahadur Singh from WFP Country Office,
Kathmandu, members from MDI and project beneficiaries
during project schemes monitoring under FfA
Programme at Kalikot district on 22 December, 2016.

A joint monitoring team consisting of key government
officials from LMD, Pathlaiya, DHO, WFP and MDI at
DHO, Kalikot

A joint monitoring visit of journalists observed
Fisheries programme at Masine cluster of Handikhola
VDC, Makawanpur on 24 April, 2014

Joint monitoring visit of EMOP III programme on 26
November, 2015 at Irkhu VDC, Sindhupalchowk

On date 28 July, 2016, Ms. Yoshika from World
Bank, Mr. Nahakul K.C., Executive Director of Poverty
Alleviation Fund (PAF) along with other key offi cials
from PAF visited the PAF funded project area of
Rawang, Raksirang VDC of Makawanpur.
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MEDIA COVERAGE
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National/International awards and
appreciation letters for MDI Nepal
In due recognitions of our work, MDI has received number of national and
international awards at different times. These include;
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•

Appreciation letter by Health Services Office of Jumla and
Kalikot districts, Government of Nepal, 2021.

•

Certificate of appreciation from Shuvakalika Rural
Municipality of Kalikot and Kanakasundari Rural
Municipaity of Jumla in 2021.

•

Certificate of Appreciation-2020 by NGO Federation of
Kalikot in recognition of effective works performed in
Mother and Child Health & Nutrition (MCHN) support
programme amidst Covid-19 pandemic 2020.

•

Adaptation at Scale prize-2016 (GBP 10,000), UKAID/DFID,
Kathmandu, Nepal.

•

Jagdish Chandra Ghimire Social Award – 2015 by NGO
Federation of Nepal (NPR 25,000).

•

Environment Conservation Award-2011 by Government of
Nepal 2011 (NPR 50,000).

•

UNEP Sasakawa Prize – 2011 (US $ 100,000), UNEP
Headquarter, Nairobi, Kenya.

•

UNEP EPLC Excellence Award 2010, South Korea.

•

Ryutaro Hashimoto APFED Award- 2008 (US $ 20,000),
APFED/IGES, Japan.

•

Appreciation letter by District Development Committee
(DDC), Makawanpur, 2010.

•

Appreciation letter by NGO Federation of Makawanpur,
2010.

•

Appreciation letters from various rural municipalities and
community organizations from the ground.
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UNEP Sasakawa Prize – 2011 (US $ 100,000), UNEP Headquarter, Nairobi, Kenya

Jagdish Chandra Ghimire Social Award – 2015 by
NGO Federation of Nepal (NPR 25,000)

Environment Conservation Award-2011 by
Government of Nepal 2011 (NPR 50,000)

Appreciation
letter by Health
Services
Office of
Jumla district,
Government of
Nepal, 2021

Adaptation at Scale prize-2016 (GBP 10,000),
UKAID/ DFID, Kathmandu, Nepal
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Certificate of
Appreciation-2020
by NGO Federation
of Kalikot in
recognition of
effective works
performed in MCHN
support programme
amidst Covid-19
pandemic 2020.
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Annex
1

LIST OF CURRENT STAFFS
S.No.
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Name of staffs

Designation

Working area

Project

1.

Mr. Khop Narayan Shrestha

Executive Director

Central Office, Overall
Hetauda

2.

Mr. Top Bahadur Shahi

Central Programme
Coordinator

Central Office, Overall
Hetauda

3.

Mr. Sanju Joshi

Finance Controller

Central Office, Overall
Hetauda

4.

Mr. Sagar Shrestha

Admin and Finance
Officer

Central Office, Overall
Hetauda

5.

Mr. Rajan Lamichhane

Office, Overall
Finance/Logistic Officer Central
Hetauda

6.

Mr. Navin Subedi

Field Officer

Central Office, Overall
Hetauda

7.

Mr. Sailendra Bista

Health and Nutrition
Officer

Central Office, MCHN
Hetauda

8.

Ms. Puja Karki

Monitoring & Reporting Central Office, MCHN
Officer
Hetauda

9.

Ms. Mendo Maya Gole

Messenger

Central Office,
Hetauda

10.

Mr. Bir Bahadur Ghalan

Helper

Bhandara, Fish
Farm

11.

Mr. Deep Narayan Joshi

District Coordinator

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

12.

Mr. Ritesh Mandel

Engineer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

13.

Mr. Narendra Bahadur Shahi

Documentation and
Reporting Officer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

14.

Mr. Rokesh Shrestha

Sub-engineer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

15.

Mr. Krishna Kami

Sub-engineer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

16.

Mr. Janma Sunar

Sub-engineer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

17.

Ms. Thumura Kumari Bam

Office Assistant

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

18.

Ms. Sobha Kumari Singh

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

19.

Mr. Chhabi Prasad Chaulagain Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

20.

Mr. Karna Bahadur Batala

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

LERP/CFA

21.

Ms. Sushma Chhetri

District Health and Nutrition Coordinator

Kalikot

MCHN

22.

Mr. Raghubir Thapa

District Health and Nutrition Coordinator

Dolpa

MCHN

23.

Mr. Nabaraj Rawal

District Health and Nutrition Coordinator

Jumla

MCHN

24.

Mr. Chandra Bahdur Bista

SBCC Assistant

Kalikot

MCHN

25.

Mr. Ranga Bahadur Shahi

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

26.

Ms. Sarita Bista

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

27.

Mr. Jagta Sunar

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

28.

Ms. Manmaya Shahi

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN
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29.

Mr. Jorasing Budha

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

30.

Mr. Kamal Parsad Chaulagain Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

31.

Ms. Mangala Jaisi

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

32.

Mr. Hemanta Shahi

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

33.

Ms. Babita B.K

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

34.

Ms. Raju B.K

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

35.

Ms. Darshana Kumari Shahi

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

36.

Mr. Madan Bahadur Budha

Social Mobilizer

Kalikot

MCHN

37.

Mr. Tilak Kumar Khadka

EDP Incharge

Kalikot

MCHN

38.

Mr. Tej Bahadur Woli

EDP Guard

Kalikot

MCHN

39.

Mr. Bhim Bahadur Rawal

EDP Guard

Kalikot

MCHN

40.

Ms. Naina Kumari Yogi

Office Assistant

Kalikot

MCHN

41.

Mr. Hem Shankar Karn

SBCC Assistant

Jumla

MCHN

42.

Ms. Parwati Bhadari

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

43.

Ms. Sita Bhakari Sejuwal

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

44.

Ms. Kalika Budhthapa

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

45.

Mr. Lal Bahadur Rawal

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

46.

Ms. Kalika Rokaya

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

47.

Mr. Ram Krishna Praja

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

48.

Mr. Bhuwan Shahi

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

49.

Ms. Sapana Sejuwal

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

50.

Mr. Padamraj Rawal

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN
MCHN

51.

Mr. Uttam Prasad Upadhayay Social Mobilizer

Jumla

52.

Mr. Anil Kumar Lamichhane

Social Mobilizer

Jumla

MCHN

53.

Mr. Kismat Gurung

EDP Incharge

Jumla

MCHN

54.

Mr. Laxmi Rawal

EDP Guard

Jumla

MCHN

55.

Mr. Rajindra Thapa

Office Assistant

Jumla

MCHN

56.

Ms. Amrita Bhandari

SBCC Assistant

Dolpa

MCHN

57.

Mr. Hirasingh Gurung

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN

58.

Ms. Meera Kumari Pahadi

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN

59.

Mr. Ashesh Hamal

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN

60.

Ms. Bisara Budha

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN

61.

Mr. Biru Kulal

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN

62.

Mr. Arna Bahadur Shahi

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN
MCHN

63.

Mr. Santa Prasad Budha

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

64.

Ms. Yasodha Mahatara

Social Mobilizer

Dolpa

MCHN

65.

Mr. Narahari Baniya

EDP Incharge

Dolpa

MCHN

66.

Mr. Deepak Kumar Shah

EDP Guard

Dolpa

MCHN

67.

Ms. Sunita BK

Office Assistant

Dolpa

MCHN
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MDI Nepal
Introduction

Mission

MDI Nepal which stands for Manahari
Development Institute-Nepal (MDI-Nepal)
is a non-governmental organization. It
is absolutely a non-political and nonprofitable organization founded in 19
September, 2001 by contemporary groups
of professional staffs working in different
NGO sectors of Nepal. The organization
is registered under the Associations
Registration Act (1977) in district
Administration Office of Makawanpur
district (Regd. No. 744/057/58) and is
affiliated with Social Welfare Council (SWC
13918) in Kathmandu.

Poverty is specific to particular areas and
communities, which need to be addressed
in holistic manner with infrastructure,
technology and institutional interventions.
Complete poverty eradication in an
area, which has limited resource base,
human and institutional capacity, physical
inaccessibility, is difficult in the short
run. For poverty eradication sustained
effort on a long-term basis is required.
For this, building partnership between
various institutions such as local bodies,
donors, government agencies and local
communities is important in order to solicit
to achieve desired results.

MDI-Nepal has proven its strength to improve
the livelihoods of rural poor primarily
through interventions in agricultural and
water sectors. The organization is steered
by nine board members of whom four are
women. The organization has adequate
number of well trained, qualified and
competent staff members to carry out the
component activities.

The main goal of the organization is to
improve the quality of life of the people
living in worst form of poverty through food
and income security on a sustained basis.

Objective

Vision
MDI believes that if poor are sensitized,
mobilized, organized and judiciously
supported they release their creativity
and use it efficiently to improve their
quality of life and achieve self-reliance.
Land and labor being the primary asset of
poor, sustainable agriculture development
should be the core intervention for their
improvement in food security and income.
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Goal

MDI-Nepal (Manahari Development Institute-Nepal)

The main objective of the organization is
to assist in poverty reduction programme
of the country by conducting various
community-based
action
research
programmes particularly in the rural areas
where majority of downtrodden population
lives with very low profiles of socioeconomic existence.
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